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researchers from academia and industry, in order to promote research in the fields of combinatorial
and computational geometry.
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Drawing Graphs and Hypergraphs in 2D and 3D
Alexander Wolff∗

two approaches.
Topics that have received considerable attention over
the last few years are simultaneous embedding, morphing of graphs, drawings with large crossing angles,
drawings of beyond-planar graphs, and visual complexity. The visual complexity of a drawing is measured by
the number of geometric objects needed to compose or
cover the drawing. For example, the segment number
of a planar graph is the smallest number of straight-line
segments whose union represents a straight-line drawing
of the given graph [8]. The arc number [14] is defined
accordingly with respect to circular-arc drawings, which
often allow for less complex or more compact representations. Another recent generalization [12] are variants
of the segment number for nonplanar graphs, either admitting crossings or embedding in 3D. The plane cover
number [3, 5] asks for the smallest number of planes
needed to cover a straight-line drawing of a given graph
in 3D. Accordingly, one can define the line cover number in 2D (for planar graphs) or in 3D (for arbitrary
graphs), which is obviously upperbounded by the corresponding segment number. Also weak versions of these
numbers have been studied where only the vertices of a
crossing-free straight-line drawing of the graph need to
covered. While it is not hard to see that any outerplanar
graph has weak line cover number 2 [4], even some cubic,
3-connected, bipartite planar graphs
√ have unbounded
weak line cover number (exceeding 3 n, where n is the
number of vertices) [9]. On the other hand, every 4connected plane triangulation
√ on n vertices has weak
line cover number at most 2n [11].
Recently, there is some effort to better understand
the drawing of graphs and hypergraphs in 3D. For example, we now know that every graph has a contact
representation in 3D where vertices are represented by
pairwise interior-disjoint convex polygons and edges by
vertex–vertex contacts between the corresponding polygons [10]. (Unfortunately, our construction needs exponential space.) If we insist that the (convex) polygons
that correspond to two adjacent vertices must share an
edge rather than a vertex, not all graphs can be represented. For example, it is not difficult to see that K5
does not admit a representation with convex quadrilaterals. On the other hand, K4,4 admits such a representation, and there is an unbounded family of graphs
with n vertices and 6n − o(n) edges that admit edgecontact representations with convex polygons in 3D [1].
Hence, such graphs can be considerably denser than pla-

In this talk we review the basic concepts and the
methodology of Graph Drawing, which is an active research area in the intersection of Graph Theory, Computational Geometry, and Information Visualization.
Graph Drawing is about finding algorithms that map
abstract, combinatorial objects (graphs or hypergraphs)
to drawings, that is, “tangible” geometric objects. The
goal is to find algorithms that guarantee a provable geometric quality measure in the worst case. For example,
there are algorithms that draw any planar graph on a
grid whose size is quadratic in the number of vertices
of the graph [7, 13]. Other than in areas such as Information Visualization, the evaluation is usually not
task-driven.
The Graph Drawing problem has numerous incarnations: supported graph classes (e.g., trees, outerplanar,
planar, or bipartite graphs), drawing styles (e.g., orthogonal, straight-line, Bézier), quality measures (e.g.,
number of bends, number of crossings, crossing resolution), the embedding space (2D or 3D), and the type
of representation (node–link diagrams, contact or intersection representations). Often, optimizing one measure
leads to drawings that are bad in other measures. There
is a lack of algorithms that are “pretty good” or at least
“not too bad” in many aspects.
There is a (surprisingly small) set of standard techniques for drawing graphs. For example, if the graph
class for which we want to design a drawing algorithm
has a recursive definition, an obvious approach is to
construct drawings recursively. A prominent example
are orthogonal straight-line drawings of binary trees. It
turns out that they can be drawn in a compact way; on
a grid of size O(n log n), where n is the number of vertices of the given tree [6]. Similarly, if a graph class has
an inductive definition, we may try to draw the given
graph of that class inductively. Such an approach is
used to show that every n-vertex planar 3-tree can be
drawn using 2n − 4 segments [8]. Finally, there are two
at first glance very different approaches for drawing planar graphs on a grid of quadratic size. One approach,
the shift algorithm [7], constructs the drawing incrementally; the other approach [13] counts some combinatorial
objects (using a Schnyder wood) and then turns the resulting numbers into coordinates. A more careful analysis, however, reveals structural similarities between the
∗ Institute of Computer Science, University of Würzburg, Germany. alexander.wolff@uni-wuerzburg.de
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nar graphs.
For hypergraphs, the situation is difficult even in the
setting with vertex–vertex contacts. For example, the
Fano plane (which is the smallest Steiner triple system
S(2, 3, 7)) and the Steiner triple system S(2, 3, 9) admit a representation where vertices are represented by
points and hyperedges by (pairwise interior-disjoint) triangles connecting the corresponding points.
On the other hand, the 3-uniform complete hypergraph with six (or more) vertices does not admit such
a representation [2]. This can be shown by analyzing
the link graph of an arbitrary vertex v of this hypergraph. This is the graph that lives on the boundary
of a small sphere around v. It has a vertex for each
vertex other than v and an edge for each hyperedge incident to v. This graph must be planar, but it would
have too many edges for large 3-uniform complete hypergraphs. Mostly with the same technique, one can
show that no Steiner quadruple systems S(3, 4, n) admits a representation with touching convex quadrilaterals [10]. Now consider the smallest projective plane
P G(3) (= S(2, 4, 13)). It has 13 vertices and 13 hyperedges of size 4. We don’t know whether it admits
a representation with (convex) quadrilaterals or with
tetrahedra.
An earlier version of this talk was joint work with
André Schulz [15].

planes. In Yifan Hu and Martin Nöllenburg, editors, Proc. 24th Int. Symp. Graph Drawing &
Network Vis. (GD’16), volume 9801 of LNCS,
pages 166–180. Springer, 2016. doi:10.1007/
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Angle-Monotonicity of Delaunay Triangulation
Davood Bakhshesh∗

Mohammad Farshi†

Abstract

the angle-monotone graphs with width γ. A geometric
path (v1 , . . . , vn ) is called angle-monotone with width
γ, if there is a closed wedge of angle γ such that for
→
each 1 ≤ i < n, the vector −
vi−
v−
i+1 lies in this wedge.
This definition is equivalent to the following definition:
a geometric path (v1 , . . . , vn ) is called angle-monotone
with width γ if, for any two integers 1 ≤ i, j < k, the
→
−−−−→
angle between the two vectors −
vi−
v−
i+1 and vj vj+1 is at
most γ. A geometric graph is called angle-monotone
with width γ, if for any two vertices of the graph, there is
an angle-monotone path with width γ connecting them.
Bonichon et al. [1], posed the following open problem.

Given an angle γ > 0, a geometric path (v1 , . . . , vk ) is
called angle-monotone with width γ if, for any two integers 1 ≤ i, j < k, the angle between the two vectors
−
→
−−−−→
vi−
v−
i+1 and vj vj+1 is at most γ. Let S be a set of n
points in the plane. A geometric graph G with vertex
set S is called angle-monotone with width γ, if there
exists an angle-monotone path with width γ between
every pair of vertices of G. In this paper, we show that
the Delaunay triangulation of a given point set in the
plane is not necessarily angle-monotone with width α,
for 0 < α ≤ 140◦ . This makes significant progress towards solving an open problem posed by Bonichon et
al. (Bonichon et al., Gabriel triangulations and anglemonotone graphs: Local routing and recognition, Graph
Drawing and Network Visualization, 2016).
1

Open Problem [1]. Is there a constant 0 < γ < π
such that the standard Delaunay triangulation is
angle-monotone with width γ?
In this paper, we prove there exist Delaunay triangulations that are not angle monotone with width
< 140◦ . This makes significant progress towards solving the above open problem.

Introduction

Let S be a set of points in the plane. A weighted graph
G = (S, E) is called geometric, if any edge (p, q) ∈ E is
the straight line between p and q and the weight of the
edge (p, q) is the Euclidean distance between p and q
denoted by |pq|. Let t > 1 be a real number. The graph
G is called a t-spanner for S, if for every pair of points
p, q ∈ S, there exists a path Q between p and q in G
such that |Q| ≤ t|pq|, where |Q| is called the length of
Q which is the sum of the weight of all edges of Q. The
smallest value of t such that G is a t-spanner for S is
called the stretch factor (dilation) of G.
In 2014, Dehkordi et al. [2] introduced the concept
of angle-monotone graphs as a new family of geometric
graphs that have an angle-monotone path as a “good”
path between each pair of vertices. A geometric path
(v1 , . . . , vn ) is called angle-monotone, if there exists a
90◦ closed wedge such that for each 1 ≤ i < n, the
→
vector −
vi−
v−
i+1 of the edge (vi , vi+1 ) lies in this wedge. A
geometric graph is called angle-monotone, if for any two
vertices, there is an angle-monotone path in the graph
between them. In 2016, Bonichon et al. [1], generalized
the concept of angle-monotone graphs. Let 0 < γ <
π be a real number. Bonichon et al. [1] introduced

2

Preliminaries

Let n > 12 be an integer such that n − 12 is divisible by 18. Throughout the paper, suppose that
S := {s0 , s1 , . . . , sn−1 } is a set of n points in the plane
placed at vertices of a regular n-gon. We assume that
the points of S are placed in clockwise direction, and s0
and sn/2 are on a horizontal line and s0 is to the left of
sn/2 (see Figure 1(a)). Let C be the circumcircle of S
and O its center. We may assume, without loss of generality, that the radius of C is one. Let P = S ∪ {A, B},
where A and B are two points in the plane such that
|OA| = |OB| and s0 , A and O are collinear and s n−6 , B
3
and O are collinear. Let f = 2n−3
3 . Let D be the
circumcircle of the triangle 4ABsf and let O0 be the
center of D. Throughout this paper, the subscripts are
taken modulo n.
Now, we have the following observation.
Observation 1 For each 0 ≤ a ≤ n − 1 and k ≥ 0, the
segment sa sa+1 is parallel to the segment sa−k sa+1+k

∗ Department

of Computer Science, University of Bojnord, Bojnord, Iran. d.bakhshesh@ub.ac.ir
† Combinatorial and Geometric Algorithms Lab., Department of Computer Science, Yazd University, Yazd, Iran.
mfarshi@yazd.ac.ir

Now, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1 The points O, O0 and sf are collinear and
the radius of D is less than the radius of C.
5
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s n−6

and Lemma 4, by symmetric arguments, we can prove
the following lemmas.

3

B

Lemma 5 DT (P ) contains the triangle 4ABsf 0 .
s1
A
s0

sn/2

O

sn−1

Lemma 6 For each 0 ≤ k < f 0 , DT (P ) contains the
triangle 4sk sk+1 A.
Lemma 7 For each f 0 ≤ k < f , DT (P ) contains the
triangle 4sk sk+1 B.
In Figure 1(b), using Lemmas 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, DT (P )
is shown for n = 48.

sf = s 2n−3
3

(a)

4

sh
s

f0

In this section, we present a point set P 0 in the plane and
we show that for every angle α ≤ 140◦ , the Delaunay
triangulation of P 0 is not angle-monotone with width α.
The point set P 0 is same as the point set P except that
in P 0 we assume that |OA| = |OB| = 1 − , where  > 0
is a small enough real number.
Let Q = (v1 , . . . , vk ) be a directed geometric
path from v1 to vk .
We may assume, without
loss of generality, that v1 and vk are on a horizontal line and vk is to the right of v1 .
Let
m(Q) = max1≤i<j≤n {angle(vi vi+1 , vj vj+1 )}, where
→
angle(vi vi+1 , vj vj+1 ) is the angle between −
vi−
v−
i+1 and
−
−
−
−
→
vj vj+1 .
According to the definition of an anglemonotone path with width γ, we have the following
lemma.

B

sr
s0 A
sn−1

sn/2

sf
(b)

Figure 1: (a) The point set of S for n = 48. The center
of the circumcircle of S is shown by O. (b) DT (P ) for
n = 48, where P = S ∪ {A, B}.

Lemma 8 For every γ < m(Q), Q is not anglemonotone with width γ.
n+3
Let h = n−6
3 . Let r be an integer such that 3 < r <
n−2
2 . Consider five paths Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4 and Q5 from
sn−1 to sr as follows:

Let f ≤ k ≤ n − 1 be an integer. Let Fk be the circumcircle of the triangle 4sk sk+1 A and let Ok be the
center of Fk . Let mk be the midpoint of the segment
sk sk+1 . Now, we have the following result.

• Q1 = (sn−1 , A, B, sr ),

Lemma 2 The points O, Ok and mk are collinear and
the radius of Fk is less than the radius of C.
3

Angle-monotonicity property

• Q2 = (sn−1 , sn−2 , sn−3 , . . . , sr ),
• Q3 = (sn−1 , sn−2 , sn−3 , . . . , sf , B, sr ),

Delaunay triangulation of the point set P

• Q4 = (sn−1 , A, sf , B, sr ).

Let DT (P ) be the Delaunay triangulation of the point
set P . Note that we added the points A and B to P ,
because we want DT (P ) to be unique. Now, we prove
the following lemma.

• Q5 = (sn−1 , A, sf , sf −1 , . . . , sr ).
Now, we prove the following result.
Lemma 9 For paths Q1 , . . . , Q5 , it holds that

Lemma 3 DT (P ) contains the triangle 4ABsf .

(n + 3r − 3)π
(2n − 2r − 4)π
, m(Q2 ) =
,
3n
n
m(Q3 ) = π,

Lemma 4 For each f ≤ k ≤ n − 1, DT (P ) contains
the triangle 4sk sk+1 A.

m(Q1 ) =

Let f 0 = n−6
6 . Note that the midpoint of the segment
f f 0 is the point O. Similar to the proof of Lemma 3

m(Q4 ) =
6

(n + 3r + 3)π
(5n − 6r − 6)π
, m(Q5 ) =
.
3n
3n
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• Calculation of m(Q3 ). Note that f = 2n−3
and
3
h = n−6
.
By
Observation
1,
the
segment
s
s
n−2
n−1
3
is parallel to the segment sf s n−6 (see Figure 2).
3
in modulo n is equal to n−6
Note that 4n−6
3
3 . Then,
angle(sn−1 sn−2 , sf sh ) = π = 180◦ . Now, it is
not hard to see that the maximum angle between
the edges on the path Q3 is obtained by two edges
(sn−1 , sn−2 ) and (sf , sh ). Hence, m(Q3 ) = π.

Proof. Note that according to the construction of P 0 ,
we may assume that ∠s0 sn−1 A = ∠sh sh+1 B = 0. This
assumption does not affect our results because we can
move the points A and B to s0 and sh , respectively, as
much as we need. So, even though the points A and s0
are different, we can assume that A = s0 . Also, we may
assume that B = sh . In the following, our calculations
are based on this assumption.
• Calculation of m(Q1 ).
By Observation 1, the segment sn−1 sh+1 is parallel to
the segment s0 ssh (see Figure 2).
Then,
angle(sn−1 s0 , s0 sh )
=
angle(s0 sh , sh sh+1 ).
Since r > h, clearly angle(s0 sh , sh sh+1 ) ≤
angle(s0 sh , sh sr ). Then,
m(Q1 ) = max {angle(s0 sh , sh sr ), angle(sn−1 s0 , sh sr )} .
It is not hard to see that angle(s0 sh , sh sr ) ≤
angle(sn−1 s0 , sh sr ).
Hence,
m(Q1 )
=
angle(sn−1 s0 , sh sr ).
By Observation 1, segment sn−1 s0 is parallel to the segment sn−h−1 sh .
Then,
we
have
angle(sn−1 s0 , sh sr )
=
angle(sn−h−1 sh , sh sr ), and therefore m(Q1 ) =
angle(sn−h−1 sh , sh sr ). Since h = n−6
3 and for any
0 ≤ a ≤ n − 1, ∠sa Osa+1 = 2π
n , we have
m(Q1 ) = π −

• Calculation of m(Q4 ).
To compute
m(Q4 ), we need to compute the four angles
angle(sn−1 s0 , s0 sf ), angle(sn−1 s0 , Bsr ), angle(s0 sf , sf B)
and
angle(sf B, Bsr ) (see Figure 2).
Note that
we do not need to compute the other angles
on the path Q4 such as angle(sn−1 s0 , sf sh ),
because
angle(sn−1 s0 , sf sh )
is
almost
equal to angle(sn−2 sn−1 , sf sh ).
This is
because
that
angle(sn−2 sn−1 , sf sh )
=
π − angle(sn−1 sn−2 , sf sh ) = 0 (see calculation of m(Q3 )). Therefore, obviously these angles
are smaller than the four angles. Now, we compute
these four angles.
1.
(n − 1 − f )π
n

n − 1 − 2n−3
π
3
=π−
n
2π
=
.
3

(n − h − 1 − r)π
(n + 3r − 3)π
=
.
n
3n

angle(sn−1 s0 , s0 sf ) = π −

• Calculation of m(Q2 ). It is not hard to see
that the maximum angle between the edges on the
path Q2 is obtained by two edges (sn−1 , sn−2 ) and
(sr+1 , sr ) (see Figure 2).

2. By Observation 1, the segment sn−1 s0 is parallel to the segment sn−h−1 sh . Therefore,
angle(sn−1 s0 , sh sr ) = angle(sn−h−1 sh , sh sr ).
Now, since h = n−6
3 , we have

sh
sf 0

s0
sn−1

B

(n − h − 1 − r)π
n
(n + 3r − 3)π
=
.
3n

angle(sn−h−1 sh , sh sr ) = π −
A

sr

3.
angle(s0 sf , sf sh ) = π −

sf

hπ
(2n + 6)π
=
n
3n

4.
Figure 2: Illustrating proof of Lemma 9.
angle(sf sh , sh sr ) = π−
By Observation 1, the segment sn−r−4 sr+1
is
parallel
to
the
segment
sn−2 sn−1 .
Then, we have angle(sn−1 sn−2 , sr+1 sr )
=
angle(sn−r−4 sr+1 , sr+1 sr ). Hence,
m(Q2 ) = π−

(f − r)π
(n + 3r + 3)π
=
.
n
3n

Since we assumed that r > n+3
3 , it is easy to
2n+6 n+3r+3
show that n+3r+3
>
,
> n+3r−3
and
3n
3n
3n
3n
2
n+3r+3
>
.
Hence,
we
have
3n
3

(r − (n − r − 4))π
(2n − 2r − 4)π
=
.
n
n

m(Q4 ) =
7

(n + 3r + 3)π
.
3n
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n−2
< 5n−9
2
9 , it is easy
2n−2r−4
.
Then,
m(Q1 ) <
n
min {m(Q1 ), m(Q5 )}.

• Calculation of m(Q5 ). It is not hard to see
that to compute m(Q5 ) on the path Q5 , it
is sufficient to calculate angle(sn−1 s0 , s0 sf ) and
angle(s0 sf , sr+1 sr ) (see Figure 2).

It is easy to see that for r =

Similar to the calculation of m(Q4 ), we have
Now, we compute
angle(sn−1 s0 , s0 sf ) = 2π
3 .
angle(s0 sf , sr+1 sr ).
By Observation 1, the
segment sf s0 is parallel to the segment
sr+1 sf −r−1 .
Then, angle(s0 sf , sr+1 sr ) =
angle(sf −r−1 sr+1 , sr+1 sr ). Now, since f = 2n−3
3 ,
we have
(r − (f − r − 1))π
n
(5n − 6r − 6)π
=
.
3n

n−2
2 ,

we have

m(Q5 ) =

(5n−6r−6)π
3n

>

2π
3 .

we have

Since
lim

n→∞

(7n − 12)π
7π
=
= 140◦ ,
9n
9

using Theorem 10, we easily conclude the following result.

Hence,

(5n − 6r − 6)π
.
3n

4n−3
9 ,

(n + 3r − 3)π
(5n − 6r − 6)π
=
.
3n
3n
4n−3
Hence, by substituting r = 9 in m(Q1 ) and m(Q5 ),
we have m(Q) = (7n−12)π
. Then, by Lemma 8, for any
9n
(7n−12)π
, Q is not angle-monotone with width α.
α≤
9n
This completes the proof.


angle(sf −r−1 sr+1 , sr+1 sr ) = π −

Since r <

to see that n+3r−3
<
3n
m(Q2 ). Hence, m(Q) =

Corollary 1 The Delaunay triangulation of a given
point set in the plane is not necessarily angle-monotone
with width less than or equal to 140◦ .



Theorem 10 For any α ≤ (7n−12)π
, DT (P 0 ) is not
9n
angle-monotone with width α.

5

n+3
Proof. Let r = 4n−3
9 . It is easy to see that 3 < r <
n−2
2 . Now, let Q be a path from sn−1 to sr such that
m(Q) is minimum. According to the shape of DT (P 0 ),
it is not hard to see that the paths Q1 , Q2 , Q3 , Q4 and
Q5 are only candidates for the path Q. Note that some
of the paths from sn−1 to sr such as (sn−1 , A, sf 0 , B, sr )
cannot be the path Q because some of the edges on the
path increase the value of m(Q). Hence,

Conclusion

◦
In this paper, we showed that for any α ≤ 7π
9 = 140 ,
the standard Delaunay triangulation of a given point
set is not necessarily angle-monotone with width α. We
leave the following open problems.

1. Is there a constant 140◦ < α < 180◦ such that the
standard Delaunay triangulation is angle-monotone
with width α?

m(Q) = min {m(Q1 ), m(Q2 ), m(Q3 ), m(Q4 ), m(Q5 )} .

2. Are there other types of triangulations that are
known to be angle-monotone with some width <
140◦ ?

By Lemma 9, we have
(n + 3r − 3)π
(2n − 2r − 4)π
, m(Q2 ) =
,
3n
n
(n + 3r + 3)π
m(Q3 ) = π, m(Q4 ) =
,
3n
(5n − 6r − 6)π
m(Q5 ) =
.
3n
m(Q1 ) =
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3n
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.
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m(Q
)
<
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).
Since
r
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5
2
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Never Absent for Long and Never Far Away
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Abstract

respectively, in which n is the total number of trajectory vertices. Gudmundsson et al. [9] introduced several different definitions of trajectory hotspots. In some
of these definitions, a hotspot is an axis-aligned square
that contains a continuous sub-trajectory with the maximum duration and in others it is an axis-aligned square
in which the entity spends the maximum possible duration but its presence may not be continuous. For
hotspots of fixed side length, for the former they presented an O(n log n) algorithm and for the latter they
presented an algorithm with the time complexity O(n2 )
to find the hotspots of a trajectory with n vertices.
For the case where the edges of a trajectory are orthogonal, Rudi [13] presented an 1/2-approximation algorithm with the time complexity O(n log3 n) to find
non-continuous hotspots of a trajectory. Heuristic algorithms have also been published to identify hotspots
with a definition similar to the ones considered by Gudmundsson et al. [9], such as the one presented by Damiani et al. [6].
There are applications in which we need to identify
regions that are regularly visited. Djordjevic et al. [7]
concentrated on a limited form of this problem and presented an algorithm to decide if a region is visited almost
regularly (in fixed periods of time) by an entity.
However, in many applications that require spatiotemporal analysis, we are interested in finding regions
that are never left for a long time. Examples include
bird nests, animal resting place, player posts in sports,
and bus stations. For this problem, Arboleda et al. [2]
assumed that the input consists, in addition to the trajectories, of a set of polygons as potential stay points
or interesting sites. They presented a simple algorithm
to identify stay points among the given interesting sites;
their algorithm computes the longest sub-trajectory visiting each interesting site, while allowing the entity to
leave the site for some predefined amount of time. They
also mentioned motivating real world examples to show
that in some applications, it makes sense to allow the
entity to leave the site for short periods of time, like
leaving a cinema for the bathroom.
Rudi [12] presented a (1+)-approximation algorithm
to find all axis-aligned squares, in which the entity is
always present, except for short periods of time. His
algorithm runs in O(kn2 ) time, in which k depends on
 and the length of trajectory edges. The main idea of
his approximation algorithm is considering snapshots of
the regions that can be a stay regions and computing

A stay region of a moving entity is a region in the plane
in which it spends a significant amount of time. In this
paper we find stay regions with the following definition.
Let α and g be constants, such that α > 1 and g > 0.
A stay region of a trajectory is an axis-aligned square,
such that the moving entity is never outside it, unless
for durations of at most g. Also, if the side length of the
stay region is s, the entity should never leave an axisaligned square with the same centre but of side length
αs. The goal is finding a stay region of the minimum
size. We present an algorithm that, for any real constant
 where 0 <  < 1, finds a stay region of side length at
most (1 + ) · P in almost linear time, in which P is the
side length of the optimal answer.
Keywords: Geometric algorithms, trajectory analysis,
stay regions.
2010 Mathematics subject classification: 68U05.

1

Introduction

The movement of various objects such as cars, animals,
and mobile devices are collected to extract valuable information, either about the object itself or about its
surrounding environment [10, 3, 5, 1]. Performing such
analyses on trajectories, which can be very large in available trajectory databases, requires efficient algorithms.
One of the analyses performed on trajectories is finding the regions in which the moving entity has spent a
significant amount of time [9].
Different definitions for stay regions (also called stay
points, popular or interesting places, or hotspots) has
been examined and algorithms have been presented for
identifying them [4, 9, 8, 11, 2, 12, 13]. Among the
firsts, Benkert et al. [4] defined a popular place to be
an axis-aligned square of fixed side length in the plane
which is visited by the most number of distinct trajectories. They modelled a visit either as containing of a
trajectory vertex or containing of any portion of a trajectory edge, and presented optimal algorithms for finding them with time complexities O(n log n) and O(n2 ),
∗ Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Babol
Noshirvani University of Technology, gholamirudi@nit.ac.ir
† Department of Computer Engineering, Sharif University of
Technology
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H(85)
G(82)
C(40)

Definition 2 An optimal stay region of a trajectory T
is a stay region with the minimum possible size. A (1 +
)-approximate stay region is a stay region whose side
length is at most (1 + ) times the side length of an
optimal one, in which  > 0.

I(86)
A(0)

B(10)

Figure 1 demonstrates a stay region for an example trajectory. The trajectory starts from the vertex
marked as A and ends at I. The numbers inside parentheses are timestamps. The solid square is a stay region.
Our goal in this paper is finding the smallest possible
stay region, as defined in Definition 2.

D(50)

F(80)

Optimal (exact) stay regions of a trajectory may be
found using the algorithm presented by Gudmundsson
et al. [9], with the worst-case time complexity Ω(n2 ).

E(70)

3

Figure 1: An example trajectory stay region for α = 2
and g = 10.
their intersection. We study a similar problem, with
the difference that we assume the side length of a stay
region is not known beforehand and our goal is finding
a stay region of the minimum possible size. Also, we
assume that the entity never moves very far from the
stay region.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we
introduce the notation of the paper. In Section 3 we
present the approximation algorithm, and finally, in Section 4 we present our experimental results and conclude
this paper.
2

Preliminaries

A trajectory is a sequence of points on the plane, which
we call its vertices. Each vertex has a timestamp, indicating the time at which the entity was observed at
that point. The entity is assumed to have moved from
each vertex to its next in a straight line and at constant
speed (the timestamps of the sequence of vertices of a
trajectory is nondecreasing). The segments connecting
contiguous vertices of a trajectory are its edges.
Throughout this paper, we assume α and g are input
constants such that α ≥ 1 and g > 0. A stay region is
defined as follows.
Definition 1 An axis-aligned square R with side length
s is a stay region of trajectory T , if the entity is never
outside it for time more than g and never leaves the axisaligned square with side length αs and with the same
centre of gravity as R.

Finding the Stay Regions

In this section we present an algorithm for finding approximate stay regions of a trajectory. Lemma 1 shows
that the minimum size of a stay region is bounded.
Lemma 1 Let t be the side length of a square R of
minimum size containing all edges of trajectory T . Also,
let s be the side length of an optimal stay region. We
have
t/α ≤ s ≤ t.
Proof. Obviously, s cannot be larger than t, because
R is a stay region by Definition 1. On the other hand,
because R is the smallest square containing T , the side
length of any stay region cannot be smaller than t/α;
otherwise, there cannot exist a square of side length αs
containing the whole trajectory, as required by Definition 1.

Let Gs be a grid, formed by parallel vertical lines
x = i · s and parallel horizontal lines y = j · s, for every
possible integral values of i and j. Each s × s cell of
Gs is identified using a tuple Gs (i, j), whose lower left
corner is at (is, js). For any point p = (px , py ) on the
plane, the cell that contains p is Gs (bpx /sc, bpy /sc); we
also use Gs (p) to refer to this cell. We assume that the
computation model is strong enough to compute the
floor function in constant time.
Lemma 2 Let  be a real constant such that  > 0.
Consider any value of s (s > 0) and define s0 as s + s.
Define a set of vectors V as follows:
V = {(−is, −js) | ∀ integers i, j such that 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 1/}
For any axis-aligned square R of side length s there exists a member v of V such that R + v is contained in a
single cell of grid Gs0 .
10
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Proof. Obviously, the size of V is O(1/2 ). Let p =
(x, y) be the lower left corner of R, such that x =
as0 + a0 and y = bs0 + b0 for integers a and b, such
that 0 ≤ a0 , b0 < s0 . This implies that point (x, y) is in
cell Gs0 (a, b) of Gs0 . Let i = ba0 /sc and j = bb0 /sc.
The vector (−is, −js) is in V . The distance of p + v
and the left side of Gs0 (a, b) is a0 − is, which is smaller
than s, based on the definition of i. Similarly, the distance from p+v and the lower side of Gs0 (a, b) is smaller
than s. This implies that R (with dimensions s × s) is
contained in Gs0 (a, b) (with dimensions s0 × s0 ).

When the side length of stay regions is specified, Theorem 3 uses Lemma 2 to find a stay region, which may
be slightly larger.
Theorem 3 Let  be any positive, non-zero real constant. For a trajectory T with n vertices, if there exists a stay region of side length s, a stay region of side
length s + s can be computed with the time complexity
O(nα2 /2 ).
Proof. Let P = hp1 , p2 , ..., pn i be the sequence of the
vertices of T , ordered by their timestamps. Define s0 as
s + s and consider the grid Gs0 . Let V be the set of
vectors defined in Lemma 2. For each vector v in V ,
we repeat the following steps for trajectory T 0 = T + v
(each vertex of T is moved by vector v).
1. We can find the minimum and maximum values of
x and y coordinates of these vertices in O(n) time.
Let C be the set of all cells of Gs0 containing any
part of the smallest square R containing the whole
of T 0 such that the whole trajectory is contained in
the square with the same centre but of side length
αs.
2. For each cell c of C we store two numbers: clast
is the timestamp of the last visit to this cell for
trajectory T 0 , and cstay specifies if this cell can be
a stay region or not. For every cell c of C, initialise
clast as the time stamp of p1 and cstay as true.

The above procedure is repeated O(1/2 ) times, once
for each vector v in V . Since the side length of R
is at most αs (otherwise, no stay region can exist by
Lemma 1), the size of C is dαs/se × dαs/se, or O(α2 ),
asymptotically. Given that each edge of the trajectory
visits at most O(α) cells of C, the time complexity of
step 3 is O(αn). The steps 2, 4, and 5 check each
cell of C, and therefore, have time complexity O(α2 ).
Thus, the time complexity of the whole algorithm is
O(α2 /2 + αn/2 ).

We present our approximation algorithm for finding
an approximate stay region of a trajectory in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4 Let  be any positive, non-zero real constant. We can find a (1 + ) stay region of a trajectory T with n vertices with the time complexity O(n ·
α2 /2 log /α).
Proof. Let t be the side length of the smallest square
containing all vertices of trajectory T . Let o be the side
length of an optimal stay region. Lemma 1 implies that
o is between t/α and t. Define 0 as /3. Let o0 be the
smallest value of s for which Theorem 3 finds a stay
region when the value of  in the theorem is specified as
0 . Based on Theorem 3, we have
o0 − o ≤ 0 o.

We perform a binary search with b steps to find the
smallest value x for s such that there exists a stay region
of size at least x, in which b is defined as follows:
l
αm
b = log 0


Given that in the i-th step of the binary search, the
distance between the selected value of s and o is at most
2−i t, after b steps, the difference between x and o0 would
be t/b ≤ t0 /α. Given that o0 is at most t/α, we have
x − o0 ≤  0 o0 .

(b) Compute the time t at which the trajectory
leaves c and update the value of clast .
4. Let t be the timestamp of pn . For each cell c in
C, if clast − t is greater than g, c cannot be a stay
point and we assign false to cstay .
5. Report any cell c of C such that cstay is true.
11

(2)

By combining Equations 1 and 2, we get

3. We consider each trajectory cell c intersected by
the trajectory T 0 as follows.
(a) Compute the time t at which the trajectory
enters c. If clast − t is greater than g, c cannot
be a stay point and we assign false to cstay .

(1)

x − o ≤ (x − o0 ) + (o0 − o),
and

x − o ≤ 0 o + (0 + 02 )o ≤ 30 o ≤ o.

This implies that the binary search finds a (1 + )approximate stay region of T .
Since the algorithm of Theorem 3 is repeated b
times, the time complexity of the whole algorithm is
O(n · α2 /2 log /α).

Note that the result Theorem 4 can be extended to
handle other fat objects like disks as stay regions, or to
find stay regions in higher dimensions.
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Figure 2: The effect of the value of α on stay region side
length ( is .5 and g is five hours)
Discussion

To experimentally evaluate the presented algorithm, we
implemented it and tested it on real-world trajectories.
We used the T-Drive dataset [14], which contains oneweek trajectories of more than ten thousand taxis. The
algorithm was implemented in C programming language
and the experiments were performed in the Ubuntu
14.04 distribution of Linux operating system using an
Intel Core i5-4670 3.4GHz processor.
Among the trajectories in T-Drive dataset, we chose
the one with the most vertices (about 154 thousand).
Figure 2 visualises the size of the computed stay region for different values of α. The implementation, for
instance, finds a 1.5km × 1.5k square, to which the trajectory returns every 5 hours and never leaves the containing square of dimension 1500km × 1500km.
Figure 3 shows how α affects the running time of the
algorithm and Figure 4 shows the effect of . The implementation seems very fast for  = .1, though, as expected, the running time increases quadratically when
it is decreased. Also, increasing α seems to increase the
running time of the algorithm, though quadratically, at
at a slow rate. Note that in this implementation, in
each stop of the binary search of Theorem 4, we stop
when for any vector v in V of Theorem 3 a stay region is found and this improves the running time of the
implementation.

200
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Figure 4: The effect of the value of  on the running
time (α is 20k and g is five hours)
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Competitive Strategies for Walking in Streets for a Simple Robot Using
Local Information
Azadeh Tabatabaei∗

Mohammad Aletaha†

Abstract
We consider the problem of walking in an unknown
street, for a robot that has a minimal sensing capability.
The robot is equipped with an abstract sensor that only
detects the discontinuities in depth information (gaps)
and can locate the target point as it enters its visibility
region. First, we propose an online deterministic search
strategy that generates an optimal search path for the
simple robot to reach the target t, starting from s. The
path created by this strategy is 9-competitive which is
proven to be optimal. In contrast with previously known
research, the path is designed without memorizing any
portion of the scene that has been seen so far. The robot
using local information about the location of some gaps
achieves the target t starting from s in a street. Then,
we present a randomized search strategy, based on the
deterministic strategy. Also, a randomized lower bound
on the competitive ratio has been proved.
1

Introduction

Path planning is a basic problem to almost all scopes of
computer science; such as computational geometry, online algorithms, robotics, and artificial intelligence [3].
Especially, path planning in an unknown environment
for which there is no geometric map of the scene is
interesting in many real-life cases. Robot sensors are
the only tool for gathering information in an unknown
street. The amount of information derived from the environment depends on the capability of the robot. Due
to the importance of using a simple robot, including low
cost, less sensitive to failure, robust against sensing errors and noise, many types of path planning for simple
robots have been studied [1, 5, 9].
In this paper, we consider the problem of walking a
simple robot in an unknown street. A simple polygon P
with two separated vertices s and t is called a street if
the left boundary chain Lchain and the right boundary
chain Rchain constructed on the polygon from s to t are
mutually weakly visible. In other words, each point on
∗ Department of Computer Engineering, University of Science
and Culture, Tehran, Iran, a.tabatabaei@usc.ac.ir
† Department of Computer Engineering, Sharif University of
Technology, Tehran, Iran, mohammadaletaha@ce.sharif.edu
‡ Sharif University of Technology and Institute for Research in
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the left chain can see at least one point on the right
chain and vice versa [6], see Figure 1(a). A point robot
which its sensor has a minimal capability that can only
detect discontinuities in depth information (gaps) and
the target point t, starts searching the street. The robot
can locate the target as soon as it enters its visibility
region. Also, the robot cannot measure any angles or
distances, or infer its position, see Figure 1. The goal
is to reach the target t using the information gathered
through its sensor, starting from s such that the traversed path by the robot is as short as possible.
To evaluate the efficiency of a search strategy for the
robot, we use the notion of competitive of the competitive analysis. The competitive analysis for a strategy
that leads the robot is the ratio of the (expected) distance traversed by the robot over the shortest distance
from s to t, in the worst case.
In this paper, first, we present a deterministic strategy using local information about the location of two
special gaps which are updated during the walking. The
robot achieves the target, without memorizing environment and without using pebbles, in contrast with previously known research [10]. The search path is optimal; the length of the generated path is at most 9 times
longer than the shortest path. Then, we present a randomized strategy that generates a search path similar to
the deterministic one. We introduced the deterministic
strategy and the idea of randomization of that previously in [12].
Related Works: Klein proposed the first competitive algorithm for walking in streets problem for a robot
that was equipped with a 360 degrees vision system [6].
Also, Icking, et al. presented an optimal search strat√
egy for the problem with the competitive factor of 2
[4]. Many online strategies for patrolling unknown environments such as streets, generalized streets, and star
polygons are presented in [3, 7, 13].
The limited sensing model (gap sensor) that our robot
is equipped with, in this research, was first introduced
by Tovar, et al. [14]. They offered Gap Navigation Tree
(GNT) to maintain and update the gaps seen along a
navigating path. Some strategies, using GNT for exploring unknown environments, presented in [8, 15].
Tabatabaei, et al. gave a deterministic algorithm for
the simple robot to reach the target t in a street and
a generalized street, starting from s. The robot us-
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Figure 1: Street polygons and the dynamical changes
of the gaps as the robot walks towards a gap in street
polygons. The dark circle is the location of the robot,
and squares and other circles denote primitive and nonprimitive gaps respectively. (a) Existing gaps at the
start point. (b) A split event. (c) A disappearance
event. (d) An appearance event. (e) Another split
event. (f) A merge event.

2.2

2.1

Known Properties

At each point of the search path, if the target is not
visible, the robot reports a set of gaps with the labels of
L or R (l-gap and r-gap for abbreviation) cyclically. Let
gl be a non-primitive l-gap that is on the right side of
the other left gaps, and gr be a non-primitive r-gap that
is in the left side of the other right gaps, see Figure 1(a).
Each of the two gaps is called the most advanced gap.
The two gaps have a fundamental role in path planning
for the simple robot.

ing some pebbles and memorizing some portion of the
streets has seen so far, explores the street. The target
t is achieved such that the traversed path is at most 11
times longer than the shortest path by using one pebble.
Also, they showed, allowing the use of many pebbles reduces the factor to 9 [10, 11].
Another minimal sensing model was presented by
Suri, et al. [9]. They assumed that the simple robot can
only sense the combinatorial (non-metric) properties of
the environment. The robot can locate the vertices of
the polygon in its visibility region and can report if there
is a polygonal edge between them. Despite the minimal ability, they showed that the robot can accomplish
many non-trivial tasks. Then, Disser et al. empowered
the robot with a compass to solve the mapping problem
in polygons with holes [2].
2

distance which is already specified for the robot by its
manufacturer, it puts a stepper motor on the robot that
specifies its step size, for example 1mm, 2mm,..., also,
the robot moves towards the target as it enters its visibility region.
While the robot moves, combinatorial changes occur
in the visibility region of the robot called critical events.
There are four types of critical events: appearances,
disappearances, merges and splits of gaps. Appearance
and disappearance events occur when the robot crosses
inflection rays. Each gap that appears during the movement, corresponds to a portion of the environment that
was already visible, but now is not visible. such gaps
are called primitive gaps and all the others are nonprimitive gaps. Merge and split events occur when the
robot crosses bitangent, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Theorem 1 [4, 10] While the target is not visible, it is
hidden behind one of the two gaps, gl or gr .
From Theorem 1, if there exist only one of the two
gaps (gr and gl ) then the goal is hidden behind the
gap. Thus, there is no ambiguity and the robot moves
towards the gap, see Figure 2(a). When both of gr and
gl exist, a funnel case arises, see Figure 2(b). At each
funnel case, the robot does not know that the shortest
path is along which ofgr and gl . So, usually, a detour
from the shortest path is unavoidable.
2.3

Preliminaries

Essential Information

All we maintain during the search strategy is the location of gl and gr . As the robot moves in the street, the
critical events that change the structure of the robot’s
visibility region may dynamically change gl and gr .
Also, by the robot movement, a funnel case may end
or a new funnel may start. We refer to the point, in
which a funnel ends a critical point of the funnel.
The following events update the location of gl and
gr as well as a funnel situation when the robot moves
towards gl or gr .

The Sensing Model and Motion Primitives

The robot has an abstract sensor that reports a cyclically order list of discontinuities in the depth information (gaps) in its visibility region, see Figure 1(a). All
the gaps and the target can be located by the robot as
they enter in the robots omnidirectional and unbounded
field of view. Each gap has a label of L (left) or R (right)
which displays the direction of the part of the scene that
is hidden behind the gap, see Figure 1.
The robot can orient its heading to each gap and
moves towards the gap in an arbitrary number of steps,
e.g., two steps towards gap gx . Each step is a constant

1. When gr /gl splits into gr /gl and another r-gap/lgap, then gr /gl will be replaced by the r-gap/l-gap,
(point 1 in Figure 2(b)).
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2. When gr /gl splits into gr /gl and another l-gap/rgap, then l-gap/r-gap will be set as gl /gr . This
point is a critical point in which a funnel situation
ends, (point 2 in Figure 2(b)).
3. When gl or gr disappears, the robot may achieve
a critical point in which a funnel situation ends,
(point 3 in Figure 2(a)).
Note that the split and disappearance events may occur
concurrently, (point 3 in Figure 2(b)). Furthermore, by
moving towards gr and gl , these gaps never merge with
other gaps.

t

t
grs

2
gls

3

Critical point

3

2

1
1
j

(a)

(b)

s

s

Figure 2: The bold path is the robot search path, the dotted
path is shortest path, and vl and vr are the corresponding
reflex of gl and gr respectively. (a) There is only gr . (b) gr
and gl are the two most advanced gaps at the start point s,
in which a funnel case arises. The angle between the gaps,
φ, is the opening angle at the start point.

vl
d

s

Now, we present our strategy for searching the street,
from s to t. Since the target is constantly behind one of
gr and gl , during the search, the location of the two gaps
is maintained and dynamically updated as explained in
the previous section.
3.1

A Deterministic Strategy

At each point of the search path, especially at the start
point s, there are two cases:
• If only one of the two gaps (gr and gl ) exists, or
they are collinear then the goal is hidden behind
the gap. The robot moves towards the gap until
the target is achieved or a funnel situation arises,
see Figure 2(a).
• If there is a funnel case, to bound the detour, the
robot moves towards gr and gl alternatively, as follows:
Move towards gr up to one step;
d ← 3;
repeat
Move towards gl up to d steps;
if Critical point not achieved then
d ← 2.d;
Move towards gr up to d steps;
end if
d ← 2.d;
until Critical point of the funnel achieved;
At the critical point, one of gr or gl disappears,
or gr and gl are collinear. So, the robot moves
along the existing gap direction until the target is
achieved or a new funnel situation arises, as illustrated in Figure 2(b).
The Randomized Strategy

Now, we present a randomized search strategy based
on the above deterministic strategy. The difference between them is using a random variable at the beginning
of the above algorithm (in the funnel case). We choose
random variable X from {0, 1} u.a.r to lead the robot
towards gr or gl at the first movement while in the deterministic strategy, the robot moves towards gr .

vr

j

Algorithm

3.2

gr

gl

3

pi+1
pi

(a)
j

p

3.3
12

vl

6

s

vr

1

3

(b)

Figure 3: (a) pi pi+1 is a detour from the shortest path. (b)
The worst case.
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Correctness and Analysis

Throughout the search, the robot path coincides with
the shortest path unless a funnel case arises. Then, to
prove the competitive ratio of our strategy, we compare
the length of the path and the shortest path in a funnel
case. In the case, the angle between gr and gl that is
always smaller than π is called the opening angle [4],
see Figure 2(b). In lemma 3, we show that our robot
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detour from the shortest path depends on the size of the
angle.
Also, we inspire from the doubling strategy by BaezaYates, et al. [1] to compute the competitive ratio of
our strategy. In the strategy, a robot moves back and
forth on a line such that the distance to the start point
doubles at each movement until the target is reached.

the random strategy is 7 times longer than the shortest
path. Moreover, a randomized lower bound of 4.59112
is proved. It would be absorbing if there are competitive
search strategies for more general classes of polygons.
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Appendix

and the expected values calculated as
E[D|m = c] = D

Proof of lemma 3
In each funnel case, the robot moves some steps towards gr
or gl , alternatively.
In the alternative movement, one of the directions is correct and the other is a deviation. Assume that at point pi
when a funnel case arises the robot moves toward gr while
the target is behind gl . The robot achieves point pi+1 . In
order to achieve
the target, it should traverse at least dis√
tance δ =

pi p2i+1 + pi vl2 − 2pi pi+1 pi vl cos φ, by the law of

cosines, see Figure 3(a). It can be verified that δ is strictly
increasing as a function of φ by taking the derivative with
respect to φ where 0 ≤ φ < π.

Proof of Theorem 4
In a funnel case, when the opening angle φ is adequately
near to π, the simple robot can only move towards left or
right. Searching the target in the street in the limited case is
similar to searching a line. So walking in street is at least as
hard as searching a point on a line. Then, the competitive
ratio of 9 is the lower bound for leading the robot in street,
see Figure 3(b). From Lemma 3, there is a further deviation
from the shortest path for large opening angles. The angle
never exceeds π. Then, for computing a competitive factor,
we consider it equals π. Starting from s, the robot moves one
step towards gr , then moves 1+2 steps towards gl , and again
moves forth 2+22 steps towards gr , moves back 22 +23 steps
towards gl , and so on. In other words, the robot moves back
and forth on the line that contains gl and gr such that the
distance to the start point s doubles until the critical point
is reached. By Theorem 2, the competitive factor for the
search strategy is 9. Then, the problem of walking in street
polygons for a simple robot in the worst-case coincides with
the searching a point on a line problem. So, the ratio of 9 is
optimal.

Proof of Theorem 5
As shown in Theorem 4, in the worst case, when φ comes
close to π, our problem is similar to the problem of searching
on the line and our deterministic strategy coincides with
the doubling strategy. In the first randomized strategy by
choosing the direction of the first movement u.a.r, we have
two cases depend on which direction is selected and each of
which makes the robot traveling different distances. In the
worst case, the critical point is on the n = 2k + δ (where k
is an integer and δ is a real value satisfying 0 < δ < 1 ) from
the origin and the greatest distance for search is taken. Let
m be the first stage where robot travels distance at least 2k
on the same path as the critical point exists. The value m
satisfies m ∈ {k, k + 1}. At the beginning of the search, the
algorithm chooses a random direction, so P rob(m = c) = 12
for c = k, k + 1. If D is the random variable denoting the
distance traveled by the randomized strategy, then it is easy
to see that when m = c we have
D=2

c
∑

2i + n

i=0
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E[D] =

k+1
∑

P rob(m = c)E[D|m = c]

c=k

Thus, the resulting expected distance traveled is
E[D] =
=

k+1
k
1 ∑ i
1 ∑ i
[2
2 + n] + [2
2 + n]
2 i=0
2 i=0

1
1
[2(2k+2 − 1) + 2k + δ] + [2(2k+1 − 1) + 2k + δ]
2
2
1
1
k
= [(9)2 − 2 + δ] + [(5)2k − 2 + δ]
2
2
1
k
= [(14)2 + 2δ − 4] = (7)2k + δ − 2
2
≤ 7(2k + δ) = 7n
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On Connecting with Neighborhoods: Complexity and Algorithms
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Abstract
Uncertainty of the location of a point can be modeled
by a region. In this case, a routing problem on imprecise points is equivalent to finding a tour over their
corresponding regions. Finding shortest paths and minimum spanning trees are two well-known such problems.
We consider the worst and best cases of some versions
of these two problems and prove their NP-Hardness in
sharp cases. Also, we discuss their accurate polynomialtime approximation algorithms.
1

Introduction

Erroneous measurement offered by real measurement
sensors is always a challenge in designing optimal algorithms on such imprecise data. In the literature, the
term imprecise data is also used instead of uncertainty
by researchers. As a natural model of uncertainty in
geometric inputs, an imprecise point is represented by a
region which is assumed to contain the point with high
probability.
We denote by [N ] the set of numbers {1, 2, ..., N }. A
set of imprecise points P = {pi , | i ∈ [k]} is given by a
set of regions R = {Ri |i ∈ [k]}, where Ri contains pi .
In this paper, we study the minimum spanning tree and
the shortest path problems on such imprecise data.
The minimum spanning tree with neighborhoods problem (MSTN), is to locate the position of each point
pi ∈ P on a point of Ri , such that the minimum spanning tree on these points has the minimum possible
cost. MSTN was introduced by Yang et al. in [11], who
proved NP-hardness of the problem and gave several approximation algorithms and a PTAS when the regions
R are disjoint unit disks. This NP-hardness result was
also proved by Löffler and van Kreveld [8] in a different
technique. Disser et al. proved that MSTN does not
admit an FPTAS, even if the regions are horizontally
or vertically aligned line segments [4], and gave some
approximation results for the rectilinear MSTN. They
also proposed considering MSTN in the worst case as
an interesting open problem, which was then considered by Dorrigiv et al. [5]. The maximizing minimum
spanning tree with neighborhoods (max-MSTN) problem
∗ Department of Mathematical Science, Sharif University of
Technology, arash.ahadi1@student.sharif.ir
† Department of Mathematical Science, Sharif University of
Technology, zarei@sharif.ir
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is to compute the worst case of MSTN; that is to locate the positions of points P , such that the minimum
spanning tree has the maximum possible cost. In view
of uncertainty, the answers of MSTN and max-MSTN
are respectively lower and upper bounds on the weight
of the minimum spanning tree of the graph regardless
of the actual locations of the imprecise points. Dorrigiv et al. proved the non-existence of any FPTAS for
max-MSTN, when the underlying regions are disjoint
disks [5] and appreciated studying the problem for other
shapes like line segments, as future research problems.
See [12] as a recent research on this problem in operation
research field.
In the above discussion, the underlying graph of the
MSTN problem was implicitly considered as a complete
graph, in which there is an edge between any pair of
points (regions). MSTN and max-MSTN problems have
been considered in general cases when the underlying
graph is not complete [2, 3, 4]. In such cases, a graph
G = (R, E) is given, where its vertex set is a set of
imprecise points P = {pi |i ∈ [k]}, represented by the
regions R = {Ri |i ∈ [k]}, and each edge (Ri , Rj ) ∈ E
means that traversing from a point in Ri to a point
in Rj , or vice versa, is allowed. However, the preceding definition of the MSTN or max-MSTN problems are
special cases of this one in which the graph is complete.
In this paper, we prove that max-MSTN is NP-hard,
when the regions are horizontally or vertically aligned
unit line segments and the underlying graph G is 3regular. Note that if the maximum degree of G is 2,
the problem has a simple polynomial time algorithm for
line segments even for arbitrary polygonal uncertainty
regions (subsection 5.3 in [9]). Thus, 3-regularity in this
problem is a sharp bound.
The shortest path is another problem which we
consider on imprecise data. The minimum shortest
path with neighborhoods problem between two imprecise
points pi and pj on a graph G = (R, E), is to locate the
position of any point pl ∈ P on a point in Rl for every
l, such that the shortest path from pi to pj (supporting
the edges of E) has the minimum possible length.
A special case of this problem was considered more
than one decade earlier as touring polygons problem
(TPP); that was introduced by Dror et al. in [6]. In
this case, the graph G is a path from R1 to Rk ; the first
and the last regions are respectively single points s and
t (have no uncertainty). Then, the minimum shortest
path problem is to find a shortest tour from s to t vis-
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iting Ri ’s in order. They proved that TPP is NP-hard
for general polygons (non-convex and non-disjoint) and
can be solved in polynomial time when polygons of R
are convex and disjoint [6]. Pan et al. [10] in 2010
proposed a linear time approximation algorithm for disjoint non-convex TPP; while the complexity of TPP for
disjoint non-convex polygons was still open. Finally, in
[1] it has been proved that TPP is NP-hard for disjoint
(non-convex) polygons in any Lp norm, and it is asked
whether disjoint TPP remains NP-hard, when the sizes
of all polygons differ polynomially with respect to each
other.
Here and because of the limited space, we only give
the NP-hardness of the max-MSTN on line segments,
but we have already proved that disjoint TPP remains
NP-hard, even if each polygon is made by one or two
unit segments, each of them make a multiple of π4 angle
with the line x = 0, and our proof is shorter and simpler
than both proofs in [6] and [1].
2

Maximizing MSTN on Line Segments

We reduce min-SAT problem to max-MSTN to show its
complexity class. In an input Ψ = (X , C) of min-SAT
problem, we have a set of boolean variables X = {xi |i ∈
[m]} and a set of clauses C = {ci |i ∈ [n]} on these
variables in disjunctive normal form. The goal is to
obtain a true/false assignment to the variables of X ,
such that the minimum possible number of clauses in C
are satisfied. min-SAT is NP-hard, even if each clause
contains at most two literals [7]. By changing every
clause α to α ∨ α ∨ α and changing every clause α ∨ β to
α∨α∨β, the answer of min-SAT does not change (α and
β may be negative literals). So, min-SAT is NP-hard,
when each clause contains exactly three literals.
For a given Ψ = (X , C), we construct an input
GΨ = (R, E) of max-MSTN as follows. For each ci ∈ C,
we add a horizontal unit segment Rci , whose left endpoint lies sufficiently close to the point (0, − 14 ). Therefore, these segments are parallel with sufficiently small
vertical distance between any pair of consecutive ones.
This distance is only to make them disjoint, and, for
simplicity one can consider them all on a unique segment from point (0, − 14 ) to (1, − 14 ).
For every xj ∈ X , we put 2n vertical unit segments
Rxj , Rx̄j , Rxj , Rx̄j , . . . , Rxjn , Rx̄jn
1

1

2

2

from left to right, such that their upper endpoints lie
sufficiently close to the point (L, 12 ). The value of L will
be determined later. Similar to Rci ’s, the horizontal
distance between each pair of consecutive segments in
Rxj , . . . , Rx̄jn is sufficiently small; and is considered only
1
to make them disjoint. Again, for the sake of simplicity,
assume that they all have the same locations.

Finally, for every j ∈ [m−1], we add a unit horizontal
segment Rj on the line y = 0 and in the right side of
the segments Rxj ’s and Rx̄jn ’s(See Figure 1).
i
These unit segments are the vertices of GΨ . For every
i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [m], if xj ∈ ci , there is an edge in GΨ
between Rci and Rxj , and if (x̄j ) ∈ ci , then there is
i
an edge in GΨ between Rci and Rx̄j . Moreover, the
i
induced subgraph of GΨ on {Rj |j ∈ [m − 1]} ∪ {Rxj |j ∈
i
[m], i ∈ [n]} ∪ {Rx̄j |j ∈ [m], i ∈ [n]} is the path
i

H := Rx11 Rx̄11 Rx12 ...Rx̄1n R1 , Rx21 ...Rx̄2n R2 , . . . Rx̄m
.
n
Therefore, in the graph GΨ = (R, E), R is the set of
these unit segments and E is the above edges connecting
these vertices. The maximum degree in GΨ is 3.
Assume that OP T is an optimal solution for GΨ and
T is a minimum spanning tree on this graph for vertex
set OP T .
Lemma 1 Degree of Rci in T is 1, and all edges of H
exist in T .
Proof. At least one of the three joined edges to Rci
exists in T . We show that exactly one of these three
edges exists in T . Let L∗ be an upper bound for total
length of all edges in chain H for all possible positions
of points in regions of H. Recall that L is the horizontal distance between the left endpoint of Rci ’s and the
vertical segments. If the value of L is sufficiently large
(in fact if L > L∗ ), the length of all three edges of Rci
are too long; such that regardless of the actual positions
of points in OP T , only one edge of each vertex Rci is
selected in T . This along with connectivity requirement
of T imply that all edges of H exist in T .

The following lemma shows how any point p ∈ OP T
is selected from its corresponding region R0 ∈ R to maximize the total cost of T .
Lemma 2 In OP T ,
(i) if R0 ∈ {Rci |i ∈ [n]}, p is the left end point of R0 ,
and, if R0 ∈ {Rj |j ∈ [m − 1]}, p is the right end
point of R0 .
(ii) each point p is an endpoint of its corresponding region.
(iii) opposite endpoints of consecutive vertical segments
of H are selected, i.e., if the upper (resp. lower)
endpoint of a vertical segment is selected the lower
(resp. upper) endpoint of its next adjacent vertical
segment must be selected in OP T . Therefore, for
every j ≤ m, either “lower endpoint of Rxj and
i
upper endpoint of Rx̄j ” or “upper endpoint of Rxj
i
i
and lower endpoint of Rx̄j ” are selected, for all i ∈
i
[n].
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Figure 1: Reducing min-SAT to max-MSTN.  is a sufficiently small number. In fact, if segment intersections are
permitted in the problem, one can consider  = 0. However, and for the sake of simplicity, inside proofs, we assume
that  = 0.

Proof. (i) In GΨ , each region of R0 ∈ {Rci |i ∈ [n]} ∪
{Ri |i ∈ [m − 1]} is only connected to some regions in
{Rx11 , ..., Rx̄m
}. Based on the locations of these regions,
n
the cost of T is maximized when the selected point of
each region in {Rci |i ∈ [n]} lies on its left endpoint and
the selected point of each region in {Ri |i ∈ [m − 1]} lies
on its right endpoint.
(ii) Having proved (i), we need to prove this for vertical segments only. For the sake of a contradiction,
assume that the selected point p of the region R0 is not
an endpoint of R0 . There may be an edge between R0
and a region R00 ∈ {Rci |i ∈ [n]}. Let q be the selected
point on R00 in OP T . Moreover, based on the position
of R0 in H, either R0 in H is adjacent to two vertical
segments or it is adjacent to a vertical segment and a
segment in {Ri |i ∈ [m − 1]}. The only exceptions are
Rx11 and Rx̄m
which have only one vertical adjacent segn
ment in H. Let p− and p+ be respectively the selected
points in OP T for the preceding and the succeeding regions of R0 in H. The structure of GΨ forces that all
edge p− p and pp+ must exist in T . Assuming that the
positions of p− and p+ are fixed, and, b is the intersection point of p− p+ and R0 . By moving from b in both
sides along R0 the lengths of both p− b and bp+ are increased. Therefore, |p− p|+|pp+ | is maximized when p is
an endpoint of R0 . Moreover, when pq also exists in T ,
it is geometrically simple to verify that the maximum
value of |p− p| + |pp+ | + |pq| occurs at an endpoint of R0 .
The cases where R0 is either Rx11 or Rx̄m
we only need
n
to maximize |pp+ | + |pq| or |p− p| + |pq|, respectively
which trivially happens at an endpoint as well.
(iii): To the contrary, assume that for some j ≤ m
there are two adjacent vertical segments ab and a0 b0 in
H such that either both their upper, a and a0 , or lower b
and b0 endpoints exist in OP T . Also, assume that these
segments are the first pair on H with this property. If
these segments correspond to regions Rxj and Rx̄j , then
i
i
at most one of them is connected to a region Rci in GΨ .
Assume that Rxj is this segment. Then we can select the
i
other endpoint if Rx̄j in OP T . This selection increases
i
the total cost of T by

However, this may decrease the length of the edge
that connects Rcj to the vertical segment Rx̄j (if such
q i
q
an edge exists in T ) from L2 + ( 34 )2 to L2 + ( 14 )2 .
q
q
But, this decrement (d = L2 + ( 34 )2 − L2 + ( 14 )2 ) of
cost is smaller than 1 and 2 and the set of new selected
points results a MST with greater cost than OP T in the
first two cases which is a contradiction.
For the last case, if at most one of the upper endpoints
of the segments from Rx̄j to Rx̄jn is connected to Rcj we
i
reverse all selected endpoints in OP T for segments from
Rxj to Rx̄jn as done for Rx̄j . Then, the total cost of
i
i+1
H which completely exists in T is increased by 1 and
as the first two cases, the probable cost decrement (d)
is smaller than 1. Therefore, in this case the set of new
selected points results a MST with greater cost than
OP T which is again a contradiction.
Finally, for the last case, if more than one of the upper
endpoints of the segments from Rx̄j to Rx̄jn is connected
i
to Rcj we do not change the position of the selected
point on Rx̄j , but reverse all selected endpoints in OP T
i
for segments from Rxj to Rxj . Then the total cost of H
1
i
is increased by 1. Because we have three literals in cj , at
most one upper endpoint of these segments is connected
to Rcj which means that as previous cases, the probable
cost decrement (d) is smaller than 1. Therefore, again
in this case the set of new selected points results a MST
with greater cost than OP T which is a contradiction.
Therefore, it is impossible to have two points on
the same side of two consecutive vertical segments in
OP T .


• 1 if the next adjacent region of Rx̄j is Rj , or i = n

The third part of Lemma 2 implies that for every j ∈

i
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and j = m,
• 2 if the next adjacent region of Rx̄j is Rxj and
i
i+1
the same endpoints of Rx̄j and Rxj have been
i
i+1
selected in OP T ,
• 0 if the next adjacent region of Rx̄j is Rxj and
i
i+1
the opposite endpoints of Rx̄j and Rxj exist in
i
i+1
OPT.
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[m], either lower endpoint of Rxj ’s and upper endpoints
i
of Rx̄j ’s, or upper endpoint of Rxj ’s and lower endpoints
i
i
of Rx̄j ’s are selected in OPT, for all i.
i
Now, we describe how to obtain an optimal solution
for Ψ in min-SAT problem from an OP T solution of
max-MSTN on GΨ .
For every i ∈ [m], the value of xi is set to true if and
only if the lower endpoint of Rxij is selected in OP T .
The third part of Lemma 2 shows that the assignment
to xi is well-defined. We prove that this assignment is
an optimal assignment for Ψ in min-SAT if and only if
OP T is an optimal solution for GΨ of max-MSTN.
Let ei for every i ∈ [n] be the selected edge adjacent to its corresponding region Rci . The weight of T
is equal to the sum of the lengths of the edges of H, denoted by length(H), plus the lengths of e1 , ..., en . Trivially, length(H) is a fixed value and independent of the
lengths of ei ’s. Let e be the left endpoint of Rci and ab
is the other side region of ei (a vertical region with a as
its upper endpoint). The length of ei is either |ea| or
|eb| which depends on the selected endpoint of the corresponding vertical segment. The key point is that for
each i ∈ [n], if the assignment satisfies clause ci , then
the length of ei is |ea|. Otherwise, this length is |eb|.
Therefore, the weight of T is length(H)+(n−k)|ea|+
k|eb|, where k is the number of satisfied clauses. Since
|ea| > |eb|, the maximum weight of T is determined
by the minimum number of clauses that can be satisfied. Since min-SAT is NP-hard and our reduction is
polynomial, max-MSTN problem is also NP-hard.

this instance of max-MSTN is equivalent to the optimal
answer of the corresponding min-SAT problem.
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Planar Euclidean TSP via Snowflake Tree
Sepideh Aghamolaei∗
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Abstract

the same point set is drawn in Figure 2, with the TSP
constructed from it in Figure 3.

Given a set of points P in the Euclidean plane, the
Euclidean Steiner tree is the embedded tree of minimum
weight that connects the points of P , but is allowed to
have vertices other than the points of P . The Euclidean
traveling salesman problem (ETSP) asks for the tour of
minimum length that visits every vertex once.
We define the snowflake tree as the Euclidean Steiner
tree with orthogonal edges. Using this tree in the TSP
construction algorithm based on doubling the edges
of MST, we compute a constant factor approximation
ETSP tour with a planar embedding, which the original
doubling algorithm does not guarantee.
1

Figure 1: A snowflake tree.

Introduction

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) takes as input
a set of points P and computes a cycle on P that visits all the vertices and the sum of all the edge weights
is minimized [11]. TSP is NP-hard in general case, in
the metric case, and in the Euclidean case [11]. Metric
TSP has a 2-approximation based on doubling the edges
of a MST and shortcutting them, a 3/2-approximation
based on doubling and shortcutting the union of the
edges of a MST and a matching.
Euclidean TSP (ETSP) has a PTAS ( (1 + )approximation) [1]. The nonself-intersecting tours in
the algorithm of [1] guarantees the resulting tour does
not have any intersections between its edges. This result was later improved to have a polynomial time in 
and n [2, 9].
The Steiner tree problem takes as input a point set
P and a set of Steiner points S, and computes a tree
with the minimum cost that contains all the vertices
of P and any subset of S [11]. A geometric Steiner
tree or Euclidean Steiner tree is an embedded tree that
connects a set of points P with the minimum cost, where
it is allowed to add arbitrary points of the Euclidean
plane as Steiner points. There are PTAS algorithms for
Euclidean Steiner tree [1, 2, 9].
In Figure 1, a snowflake tree is shown, and the TSP
built from that tree is shown in Figure 4. An MST of
∗ Department of Computer Engineering, Sharif University of
Technology, aghamolaei@ce.sharif.edu
† Department of Computer Engineering, Sharif University of
Technology, ghodsi@sharif.edu
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Figure 2: A minimum spanning tree.

Figure 3: A TSP built from MST.

Figure 4: A TSP built using a snowflake tree.
We design a deterministic approximation algorithm
for ETSP such that the edges of the TSP tour do not
intersect in their original embedding in the Euclidean
plane. Our algorithm takes O(n2 log n) time, and has
approximation factor 52.1. The time complexities of the
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previous algorithms (PTASs) were n(log n)O(1/) (randomized), n(log n)O(1/)√+O(n2 ) (deterministic) [2], and
√
O(n log n) + n( 2/)O( 2/) (randomized) [9].
2

Preliminaries

Segments Voronoi diagram (SVD). Given a set of
segments, their Voronoi diagram is a diagram where
each cell represents the points with the same nearest
segment. The segments Voronoi diagram can be constructed in O(n log n) time and O(n) space, and a nearest neighbor query takes O(log n) time [4]. The incremental construction of a SVD takes O(n log n) time [3].
Diameter of a point-set. The diameter of a point-set
is the length of the segment connecting two points from
this set with maximum distance. Computing the diameter takes O(n log n) time, by computing the convex hull
of points [4] and then using the algorithm of [10].
Steiner tree (ST). Given two sets of vertices R and
S, the goal is to connect the vertices of R with the
smallest total length, using any number of vertices from
S. This problem is NP-hard and has a 2-approximation
algorithm [11].
Minimum rectilinear Steiner tree problem (MRST).
In the MRST problem, we are given a set of points and
the goal is to connect these points using axis-aligned
(vertical or horizontal) line segments such that the overall length of the line segments is minimized. The Steiner
points are the points of the Hanan grid, which is the irregular grid constructed by drawing lines parallel to the
axes [6]. The decision version of this problem is NPcomplete [7]. Other than its PTASs [1, 2, 9], it has
a (1.267 + )-approximation algorithm with O(n log2 n)
time [8].
Rectilinear minimum spanning tree (RMST). The
minimum spanning tree using `1 distance is called the
rectilinear minimum spanning tree problem, and it can
be constructed in O(n log n) time [5].
The difference between MRST and RMST is that in
RMST a common segment between two rectilinear `1
distances is summed twice, while in RMST it is summed
once. The Steiner ratio is the maximum ratio of the
weight of MST to the weight of the Steiner tree. The
Steiner ratio of MRST and RMST is at most 3/2 [7].
Doubling and Shortcutting for TSP and ST. Replacing each edge of a tree with two edges is called doubling,
which converts the tree into an Eulerian graph [11]. This
Eulerian tour is then used as a 2-approximation for TSP.
Shortcutting is removing the Steiner or repeated vertices of this tour [11].

3

Snowflake Tree

The difference between the snowflake tree and the minimum rectilinear Steiner tree is that the edges of the
snowflake tree are not required to be parallel to one of
the axes of the coordinate system.
3.1

The Snowflake Tree of 3 Points

The snowflake tree of 3 points can add at most 3 Steiner
vertices (Figure 5).

Figure 5: The 4 cases of the snowflake trees of 3 points.
Theorem 1 The snowflake tree of the vertices of a
right triangle is the tree consisting of the sides of the
right angle.
Proof. Assume the catheti have lengths a and b.
When no Steiner vertices are used, the two shorter
edges of the triangle are the solution, so the cost is a+b.
Using one Steiner point, because one edge of the tree has
to be an edge of the triangle, there is only one new case:
when we draw the altitude opposite to the hypotenuse.
Let h be the√length of this perpendicular. The cost of
this case is: a2 + b2 + √aab
, since the length of the
2 +b2
√ ab
, using the formulas for the area of a
a2 +b2 √
h a2 +b2
ab
triangle: 2 and
. Computing the square of this
2
√
length gives the following value: ( a2 + b2 + √aab
)2 =
2 +b2
)2 , which is more than the square
a2 + b2 + 2ab + ( √aab
2 +b2

altitude is

of the cost of the solution with no Steiner points, which
is (a + b)2 = a2 + b2 + 2ab. We discuss the case with 2
Steiner points as a special case of the case with 3 Steiner
points, where one of the Steiner points lies on a vertex
of the triangle. The case with 3 Steiner points, we name
the altitudes as shown in Figure 6.

a

h1

b

h3

α

h2

h

Figure 6: The case with 3 Steiner points (Theorem 1).
Using triangle similarity and trigonometry, the sum
of the lengths of the edges in this case is:
h1 + h2 + h3 + h2 | cot(α)| + h1 | cot(α)| + h1 | tan(α)| +
h3 | tan(α)|
= h1 (1 + | cot(α)| + | tan(α)|) + h2 (1 + | cot(α)|) + h3 (1 +
| tan(α)|).
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The length of the catheti can be written in terms of
h1
h2
h1 , h2 , h3 and α as follows: a = | sin(α)|
+ | sin(α)|
, b=

h3
+ | cos(α)|
. We use these equalities to remove h2
and h3 from the formula: h2 = a| sin(α)| − h1 , h3 =
b| cos(α)| − h1 . Substituting these values in the cost of
this case gives:
h1
| cos(α)|

h1 (1 + | cot(α)| + | tan(α)|)

+ (a| sin(α)| − h1 )(1 + | cot(α)|)

+ (b| cos(α)| − h1 )(1 + | tan(α)|)

= −h1 + a(| sin(α)| + | cos(α)|) + b(| cos(α)| + | sin(α)|)

= −h1 + (a + b)(| sin(α)| + | cos(α)|).

Assume the notation hM = min(a| sin(α)|, b| cos(α)|).
Taking the minimum over parameters h1 and α gives us
the answer to this case:
min −h1 + (a + b)(| sin(α)| + | cos(α)|)

α∈[0,π],
h1 ≤hM

= min −hM + (a + b)(| sin(α)| + | cos(α)|)
α∈[0,π]

where the inequality uses the fact that h1 is independent
from α, other than its range. If a| sin(α)| ≤ b| cos(α)|:
min a| cos(α)| + b(| sin(α)| + | cos(α)|)
α

min | cos(α)|(a + b) + | sin(α)|b = a + b.
α

Since a + b ≥ b, then | cos(α)| = 1, | sin(α)| = 0 is the
optimal solution and α = 0.
Otherwise (a| sin(α)| ≥ b| cos(α)|):
min a(| sin(α)| + | cos(α)|) + b| sin(α)|

are checked. However, we use an α-approximation of
MRST. We only check k angles in the algorithm, so
the length of each edge is at most cos(12π ) times its
k
value in the direction of the optimal solution. Using the Taylor series expansion of the cosine function,
2
cos(θ) ≥ 1 − θ2 , for small enough θ. To guarantee a
(1 + )-approximation, the value of k must satisfy the
following inequality: cos(12π ) ≤ 1 + . Relaxing the ink
equality by the bound on the cosine function and rear1
1 2π 2
ranging the terms gives: 1+
≥ cos( 2π
k ) ≥ 1 − 2( k ) .
√ √
√
√
So, 2π√1+ ≤ k. Using 1 +  ≤ 1 + , we have
√
√
√2π +
2π ≤ k. This approximation factor is multi
plied by β, which gives β + O().

The time complexity of Algorithm 1 using RMST is
O(kn log n) and its approximation factor is 32 + , since
the time complexity of computing a RMST is O(n log n)
and the Steiner ratio of MRST is 32 [7]. Using the MRST
of [8], the approximation factor is 1.267+ and the time
complexity is O(kn2 log n).
3.3

α

Greedy Approximation Algorithm

Algorithm 2 builds an approximate snowflake tree, and
we prove its approximation factor in Theorem 3.

min(a + b)| sin(α)| + a| cos(α)| = a + b.
α

Since a + b ≥ a, then | sin(α)| = 1, | cos(α)| = 0 is the
optimal solution and α = π2 . So, the optimal solution
of this case is the same as the first case (with 0 Steiner
points).

3.2

Algorithm 1 Approximate Snowflake Tree
Input: A point set P , a constant  > 0
Output: T : an approximate
snowflake tree of P
√
√
+
1: cost = ∞, k = d √2π
2πe

2: for i = 1, . . . , k do
3:
Rotate the coordinates by i 2π
k clockwise.
4:
Compute an approximate MRST.
5:
if cost > weight(M RST ) then
6:
T ← M RST, cost ← weight(M RST )
7: return T

Approximate Snowflake Tree

In Algorithm 1, weight denotes the weight of the tree,
which is the sum of the lengths of its edges.
Theorem 2 Algorithm 1 is a (β +)-approximation for
snowflake tree, using an β-approximation MRST.
Proof. Since all the edges of a snowflake tree are perpendicular, if the direction of one edge is determined,
the two possible directions of all the edges are also determined. Therefore, computing the MRST in the rotated
coordinates finds the optimal solution, if all the angles
27

Algorithm 2 Snowflake Tree
Input: A point set P
Output: T , the snowflake tree of P
1: Add the diameter of P to T
2: while graph T is disconnected do
3:
p = arg minq∈P mine∈T d(q, e)
4:
Add p to T with the perpendicular from p to T .

Theorem 3 Algorithm 2 builds
approximation snowflake tree.

a

√
√
32 2+24 3
5

Proof. We convert the optimal snowflake tree to the
output of Algorithm 2 by first replacing its longest edge
e with the diameter d of the point set, and connecting
the adjacent vertices of e to d, and the rest of the vertices
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to the previous edges, rotated in the direction of d or
perpendicular to d. Using triangle inequality, the length
√
of the edges other than e is at most multiplied by 2.
Then, we flip the longest edge of the optimal tree on
either side of d recursively to get the snowflake tree.
Each flip adds a factor at most as much as the ratio of
the cases with 0 Steiner points and 1 Steiner point in
the proof of Theorem 1:
s
√
r
a2 + b2 + √aab
2 +b2
9
a2 b2
= 1+
≤
.
a+b
(a + b)2 (a2 + b2 )
8
(happens at a =qb). The approximation factor is at
√
√
√
√ Pn
3
most 2 i=0 (( 98 ) 23 )i ≤ 32 2+24
≤ 17.4, since
5
the maximum distance
of
the
points
in
a
subproblem
of
√

v, to T is at most 23 times the diameter of v.
Theorem 4 Algorithm 2 takes O(n log n) expected time
and O(n2 log n) worst-case time.
Proof. Based on the construction of a snowflake tree,
each vertex other than the diameter endpoints can add
at most one vertex. So, the number of Steiner vertices is
at most n−2. By keeping a SVD of T at each step of the
algorithm, the point with maximum distance from T can
be found in O(log n) time. The incremental construction of a SVD takes O(n log n) time. If we reconstruct
the SVD after each insertion, the time complexity of the
algorithm becomes O(n2 log n).

Without an incremental SVD, it takes O(n|T |) time to
compute the farthest point to existing centers by checking all the center-point distances. So,
Pnthe overall time
complexity of the algorithm becomes i=1 i·n = O(n3 ).

4

TSP via Snowflake Tree

Algorithm 3 uses the doubling and shortcutting algorithm of [11] to compute an approximate TSP.
Algorithm 3 TSP via Snowflake Tree
Input: A point set P
Output: T : a TSP tour of P
1: Build a snowflake tree of P (Algorithm 2)
2: Double the edges of the snowflake tree and compute
a TSP by shortcutting.

Theorem 5 The TSP constructed from an Euclidean
Steiner tree is a 2-approximation.
Proof. By doubling the edges of the tree and shortcutting, it is possible to prove that the weight of the
TSP tour is at most twice the weight of the Euclidean
Steiner tree. The weight of the Euclidean Steiner tree
is less than the optimal TSP, since the optimal TSP

minus an edge is one of the possible solutions of the
Euclidean Steiner tree, and the minimum of that set is
the Euclidean Steiner tree. Therefore, the weight of the
optimal TSP is between the weight of the optimal Euclidean Steiner tree and twice the weight of the optimal
Euclidean Steiner tree.

Using Theorems 3 and 5 and the Steiner ratio, the ETSP
constructed via doubling the snowflake
tree√ of Algo√
3
≤ 52.1.
rithm 2 has approximation factor 2· 32 32 2+24
5
Theorem 6 The TSP constructed from a snowflake
tree of Algorithm 2 is a planar embedding.

Proof. The diameter is a single segment, so it satisfies the conditions. Points on each side of the diameter
are closer to the diameter than segments on the other
side. So, we can solve the problem by only considering
points on each side. The theorem holds for the perpendiculars from the points to the diameter, so, each of
these subproblems can be considered as an instance of
the original problem. By induction on the size of T , the
proof is concluded.
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Fréchet Distance Queries in Trajectory Data
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Abstract
Let π be a trajectory with n vertices in the plane. We
show how to preprocess π such that given any two points
u and v on π (not necessarily vertices of π) and a horizontal query segment Q, one can quickly determine the
exact Fréchet distance between Q and the subtrajectory from u to v. We present a data structure that
requires O(n2 log2 n) construction time and space such
that queries can be answered in O(log8 n) time.
1

Introduction

The Fréchet distance is a popular measure of similarity between curves as it takes into account the location and ordering of the points along the curves, and it
was introduced by Maurice Fréchet in 1906. Measuring
the similarity between curves is an important problem
in many areas of research, including computational geometry, computational biology [12], data mining, image
processing [11] and geographical information science [9].
The Fréchet distance is most commonly described as
the dog-leash distance; consider a man standing at the
starting point of one trajectory and the dog at the starting point of another trajectory. A leash is required to
connect the dog and its owner. Both the man and his
dog are free to vary their speed, but they are not allowed to go backward along their trajectory. The cost
of a walk is the leash length required to connect the dog
and its owner from the beginning to the end of their trajectories. The Fréchet distance is the minimum length
of the leash that is needed over all possible walks. More
formally, for two curves A and B each having complexity n, the Fréchet distance between A and B is defined
as:
δF (A, B) = inf max dist(a, µ(a))
µ a∈A

where dist(a, b) denotes the Euclidean distance between
point a and b and µ : A → B is a continuous and nondecreasing function that maps every point in a ∈ A to
a point in µ(a) ∈ B.
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Since the early 90’s the problem of computing the
Fréchet distance between two polygonal curves has received considerable attention. In 1992 Alt and Godau [1] were the first to consider the problem and gave
an O(n2 log n) time algorithm for the problem. The only
improvement since then is a randomized algorithm with
running time O(n2 (log log n)2 ) in the word RAM model
by Buchin et al. [4]. In 2014 Bringmann [2] showed
that, conditional on the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH), there cannot exist an algorithm with
running time O(n2−ε ) for any ε > 0. Even for realistic models of input curves, such as c-packed curves [7],
exact distance computation requires n2−o(1) time under
SETH [2]. Only by allowing a (1 + ε)-approximation
can one obtain near-linear running times in n and c on
c-packed curves [3, 7].
Querying the Fréchet distance between a given trajectory and a query trajectory has been studied [5, 7, 8],
but due to the difficult nature of the query problem,
data structures only exist for answering a restricted
class of queries. The two most relevant results are
the following. The first is De Berg et al.’s [6] data
structure, which answers Fréchet distance queries between a horizontal query segment and a vertex-to-vertex
subtrajectory of a preprocessed trajectory. Their data
structure can be constructed in O(n2 log2 n) time using
O(n2 log2 n) space such that queries can be answered
in O(log2 n) time. The second is Driemel and HarPeled’s [7] data structure, which answers approximate
Fréchet distance queries between a query trajectory of
complexity k and a vertex-to-vertex subtrajectory of a
preprocessed trajectory. The data structure can be constructed in O(n log3 n) using O(n log n) space, and a
constant factor approximation to the Fréchet distance
can be answered in O(k 2 log n log(k log n)) time. In the
special case when k = 1, the approximation ratio can be
improved to (1 + ε) with no increase in preprocessing or
query time with respect to n. Other query versions for
the Fréchet distance have also been considered [5, 8].
In this paper, we answer exact Fréchet distance
queries between a subtrajectory (not necessarily vertexto-vertex) of a preprocessed trajectory and a horizontal query segment. The data structure can be constructed in O(n2 log2 n) time using O(n2 log2 n) space
such that queries can be answered in O(polylog n) time.
We use Megiddo’s parametric search technique [10] and
De Berg et al.’s [6] data structure to compute the
Fréchet distance.
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2

Preliminaries

Let p1 , . . . , pn be a sequence of n points in the plane. We
use π = (p1 , p2 . . . , pn ) to denote the polygonal trajectory defined by this sequence. Let x0 ≤ x1 and y ∈ R,
and define p = (x0 , y) and q = (x1 , y) so that Q = pq is
a horizontal segment in the plane. Let u and v be two
points on the trajectory π, π[u, v] denotes the subtrajectory of π that starts at u and ends at v. Following
De Berg et al. [6], the Fréchet distance between π[u, v]
and Q can be computed by using the formula:

In Figure 1, we show for each y-coordinate the point
with the minimum backward pair distance (left), and
the magnitude of this minimum distance (right). We
see in the figure that the function B(pi ,pj ) (y) consists of
two linear functions joined together in the middle with
a hyperbolic function.
y
pj

− (π[u, v], pq),
δF (π[u, v], pq) = max{kupk, kvqk, δ→
h

pi

B(π[u, v], y)}.

The first two terms are simply the distances between
the starting points of the two trajectories, and the ending points of the two trajectories. The third term is
the directed Hausdorff distance between π[u, v] and Q,
which can be computed as follows:
− (π[u, v], Q) = max{
δ→
h

max

pi .x∈(−∞,x0 ]

max

pi .x∈[x1 ,∞)

kp − pi k,

kq − pi k, max ky − pi .yk}.
i

where pi in the formula above is a vertex of the subtrajectory π[u, v], and pi .x is its x-coordinate. The formula
handles three cases for mapping every point of π[u, v] to
its closest point on Q. The first term describes mapping
points of π[u, v] to the left of p to their closest point p.
The second term describes mapping points of π[u, v] to
the right of q analogously. The third term describes
mapping points of π[u, v] that are in the vertical strip
between p and q to their orthogonal projection onto Q.
The fourth term in our formula for the Fréchet distance is the maximum backward pair distance over all
backward pairs. A pair of vertices (pi , pj ) (with j > i) is
a backward pair if pj lies to the left of pi . The backward
pair distance of π[u, v] can be computed from:
B(π[u, v], y) =

max

∀pi ,pj ∈π[u,v]:i≤j,pi .x≥pj .x

B(pi ,pj ) (y),

where B(pi ,pj ) (y) is the backward pair distance for a
given backward pair (pi , pj ) and is defined as
B(pi ,pj ) (y) = min max{kpi − (x, y) k, kpj − (x, y) k}.
x∈R

The distance terms in the braces compute the distance between a given point (x, y) and the farthest of pi
and pj . Let us call this the backward pair distance of
(x, y). Then the function B(pi ,pj ) (y) denotes the minimum backward pair distance of a given backward pair
(pi , pj ) over all points (x, y) which have the same ycoordinate. Taking the maximum over all backward
pairs gives us the backward pair distance for π[u, v].

pj .y

pi .y

B(p ,p ) (y)
i j

Figure 1: For each y-coordinate, Left: the point with
minimum backward pair distance, Right: the minimum
backward pair distance.
In order to apply parametric search, we are required
to construct a set of critical values (which we will describe in detail at a later stage) so that an optimal solution is guaranteed to be contained within this set. Since
this set of critical values is often large, we need to avoid
computing the set explicitly, but instead design a decision algorithm that efficiently searches the set implicitly.
Megiddo’s parametric search [10] states that if:
• the set of critical values has polynomial size, and
• the Fréchet distance is convex with respect to the
set of critical values, and
• a comparison-based decision algorithm decides if a
given critical value is equal to, to the left of, or to
the right of the optimum,
then there is an efficient algorithm to compute the optimal Fréchet distance in O(P Tp + Tp Ts log P ) time,
where P is the number of processors of the (parallel)
algorithm, Tp is the parallel running time and Ts is the
serial running time of the decision algorithm. For our
purposes, P = 1 since we run our queries serially, and
Tp = Ts = O(polylog n) for the decision versions of our
query algorithms.
3

Computing the Fréchet Distance

The first problem we apply parametric search to is the
following. Given any horizontal query segment Q in
the plane and any two points u, v on π (not necessarily
vertices of π), determine the Fréchet distance between
Q and the subtrajectory π[u, v].
Let pu be the first vertex of π along π[u, v] and let
pv be the last vertex of π along π[u, v], as illustrated
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pn

u
p0

v
pu
pv

p

p0

q0

q

Figure 2: The points p0 and q 0 that are mapped to the
vertices pu and pv of the trajectory.
in Figure 2. If pu and pv do not exist then π[u, v] is a
single segment so the Fréchet distance between π[u, v]
and Q can be computed in constant time. Otherwise,
our goal is to build a Fréchet mapping µ : π[u, v] → Q
which attains the optimal Fréchet distance. We build
this mapping µ in several steps. Our first step is to
compute points p0 and q 0 on the horizontal segment pq
so that p0 = µ(pu ) and q 0 = µ(pv ).
If the point p0 is computed correctly, then the mapping p0 → pu allows us to subdivide the Fréchet computation into two parts without affecting the overall value
of the Fréchet distance. In other words, we obtain the
following formula:
δF (π[u, v], pq) = max{δF (upu , pp0 ), δF (π[pu , v], p0 q)}
(1)
We now apply the same argument to pv . We compute q 0 optimally on the horizontal segment p0 q optimally so that the mapping pv → q 0 does not increase
the Fréchet distance between the subtrajectory π[pu , v]
and the truncated segment p0 q. In other words, we have:
δF (π[u, v], pq) = max{δF (upu , pp0 ), δF (π[pu , pv ], p0 q 0 ),
δF (pv v, q 0 q)}
(2)
Now that pu and pv are vertices of π, De Berg et
al. [6] provide an efficient data structure for computing
the middle term δF (π[pu , pv ], p0 q 0 ). The first and last
terms have constant complexity and can be handled in
constant time. All that remains is to compute the points
p0 and q 0 efficiently.
Theorem 1 Given a trajectory π with n vertices in the
plane. There is a data structure that uses O(n2 log2 n)
space and preprocessing time, such that for any two
points u and v on π (not necessarily vertices of π) and
any horizontal query segment Q in the plane, one can
determine the exact Fréchet distance between Q and the
subtrajectory from u to v in O(log8 n) time.
Proof. Decision Algorithm. Let S be the set of
critical values (defined later in this proof), let s be
the current candidate for the point p0 , and let F (s) =
max(δF (ps, upu ), δF (sq, π[pu , v])) be the Fréchet distance between pq and π[u, v] subject to pu being mapped
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to s. Our aim is to design a decision algorithm running
in O(log4 n) time that decides whether the optimal p0
is equal to s, to the left of s or to the right of s. This
is equivalent to proving that all points to one side of s
cannot be the optimal p0 and may be discarded.
We use the Fréchet distance formula from Section 2 to rewrite F (s) = max(kupk, kvqk, kpu sk,
− (π[pu , v], sq), B(π[pu , v], y)). Then we check several
δ→
h
cases depending on which of these five terms attains the
maximum value F (s), and in each case we either deduce
that p0 = s or all critical values to one side of s may be
discarded.
• If F (s) = max(kupk, kvqk, B(π[pu , v], y)), then
p0 = s. We observe that none of the three
terms on the right hand side of the equation
depend on the position of s. Hence, F (s) =
max(kupk, kvqk, B(π[pu , v], y)) ≤ F (p0 ), and since
F (p0 ) is the minimum possible value, F (s) = F (p0 ).
We have found a valid candidate for p0 and can discard all other candidates in the set S.
• If F (s) = kpu sk and pu is to the right (left) of s,
then p0 is to the right (left) of s. We will argue this
for when pu is to the right of s, but an analogous
argument can be used when pu is to the left. We
observe that all points t to the left of s will now have
kpu tk > kpu sk. Hence, F (s) = kpu sk < kpu tk ≤
F (t) for all points t to the left of s, therefore all
points to the left of s may be discarded.
− (π[pu , v], sq), then p0 is to the left
• If F (s) = δ→
h
of s. The directed Hausdorff distance maps every
point in π[pu , v] to their closest point on sq, so by
shortening sq to tq for some point t on sq to the
right of s, the directed Hausdorff distance cannot
decrease. Hence, F (s) ≤ F (t) for all t to the right
of s, so all points to the right of s may be discarded.

To determine q 0 for a fixed candidate s for p0 , we
treat the problem in a similar way. We consider the
subtrajectory π[pu , v] and the horizontal line segment
sq. Defining a function G(t) representing the Fréchet
distance when pv is mapped to t, we obtain a similar
decision algorithm. The most notable difference is that
since we now consider the end of the subtrajectory, the
decisions for moving t left and right are reversed.
Convexity. We will prove that F (s) is convex, and
it will follow similarly that G(t) is convex. It suffices
to show that F (s) is the maximum of convex functions,
since the maximum of convex functions is itself convex.
The three terms kupk, kvqk, B(π[pu , v], y) are constant.
The term kpu sk is an upward hyperbola and is convex.
− (π[pu , v], sq) is convex.
If suffices to show that δ→
h
We observe that the Hausdorff distance
− (π[pu , v], sq) must be attained at a vertex pi of
δ→
h
− (pi , sq) as a function of s
π[pu , v], and that each δ→
h
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is a constant function between p and the orthogonal
projection of vertex pi onto the horizontal segment
pq, and a hyperbolic function between the orthogonal
projection of vertex pi onto the horizontal segment pq
and q. Thus, the function for each pi is convex, so the
overall Hausdorff distance function is also convex.
Critical Values. A critical value is a value c which
could feasibly attain the minimum value F (c) = F (p0 ).
We represent F (s) as the minimum of n simple functions
and then argue that the minimum of F can only occur
at the minimum of one of these functions, or at the
intersection of a pair of these functions.
First, kupk, kvqk, B(π[pu , v], y) are constant functions
in terms of s. Next, kpu sk is a hyperbolic function.
− (π[pu , v], sq) is not itself simple, but it can
Finally, δ→
h
be rewritten as the combination of n simple functions
as described in the above section.
Hence, F (s) is the combination (maximum) of n simple functions, and these functions are simple in that they
are piecewise constant or hyperbolic. Hence, F (s) attains its minimum either at the minimum of one of these
n functions, or at a point where two of these functions
intersect. Therefore, there are at most O(n2 ) critical
values for F (s).
Query Complexity. Computing q 0 for a given candidate s for p0 takes O(log4 n) time: We can compute
the terms kupk, kpu sk, kvqk, and kpv q 0 k in constant
− (π[pu , pv ], sq 0 )
time. The terms B(π[pu , pv ], y) and δ→
h
2
can be computed in O(log n) time using the existing data structure by De Berg et al. [6]. We need to
determine the time complexity of the sequential algorithm Ts , parallel algorithm Tp , and the number of the
processors P . To find q 0 , the decision algorithm takes
Ts = O(log2 n). The parallel form runs on one processor
in Tp = O(log2 n). Substituting these values in the running time of the parametric search, O(P Tp +Tp Ts log P ),
leads to O(log4 n) time.
The above analysis implies that p0 itself can be computed in O(log8 n) time: For a given s, the decision
algorithm runs in Ts = O(log4 n) as mentioned above.
The parallel form of the decision algorithm runs on one
processor in Tp = O(log4 n). Substituting these values
in the running time of the parametric search leads to
O(log8 n) time.
Preprocessing and Space. To compute the second term of Formula 2, we use the data structure by De
Berg et al. [6] which uses O(n2 log2 n) space and preprocessing time and supports O(log2 n) query time. 

placement of the horizontal segment Q of length L in
the plane that minimises the Fréchet distance to the
subtrajectory π[u, v]. We show how to preprocess π in
O(n2 log2 n) time and space, such that the above query
can be answered in O(polylog n) time.

4

[12] T. Wylie and B. Zhu. Protein chain pair simplification
under the discrete Fréchet distance. IEEE/ACM Trans.
Comput. Biology Bioinform., 10(6):1372–1383, 2013.

Concluding remarks

In the full version of the paper we also study the problem of preprocessing π into a data structure such that
given any length L and two points u, v on π (not necessarily vertices of π), one can efficiently determine the
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Path Planning with Objectives Minimizing Length and Maximizing Clearance
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Abstract
In this paper, we study the problem of bi-objective path
planning with the objectives minimizing the length and
maximizing the clearance of the path, that is, maximizing the minimum distance between the path and obstacles. We consider a set of vertical segments as the
obstacles and propose an eﬃcient algorithm for finding
all intervals of Pareto optimal solutions when the fist
objective is evaluated with Euclidean metric and the
second one is evaluated by Manhattan metric. Finally,
√
we show that the algorithm results in finding ( 2, 1)approximation Pareto optimal solutions when both objectives are evaluated with Euclidean metric.
1

Introduction

Path Planning (PP) is one of the challenging problems
in the field of robotics. The goal is to find optimal
path(s) for two given start and destination points among
a set of obstacles. However, usually minimizing the
length of the path is considered as the optimality criterion. The application of the problem’s other objectives
such as smoothness and clearance [2], that is maximizing the distance between the path and obstacles, have
been also considered in the literature [2]. For example,
in many applications, the robot needs to move around
in order to perform its task properly. The need to move
around the environment led to the question of what path
a robot can take to accomplish its task, in addition to
being safe. In this paper, we define the optimal path regarding to two objectives minimizing the length of the
path and maximizing the minimum distance between
the path and obstacles.
A classical approach to compute the minimum length
path is computing the visibility graph of obstacles and
convert the problem to a graph search problem. For
a set of n obstacle vertices, the visibility graph can be
computed in O(n2 log n) time using a tree structure and
ray technique [4]. This approach is one of the bestknown algorithms to obtain the shortest path where the
distance between the path and the obstacle is equal to
zero– a path with clearance zero. Also, Hershberger et
al. [5], proposed an eﬃcient planar structure for the PP
problem in O(n log n) time.
∗ Department of Computer Sciences and Information Technology, Institute for Advances Studies in Basic Sciences, Zanjan,
Iran. mdmonfared@iasbs.ac.ir ; maryamsan@iasbs.ac.ir
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Wein et al. [7], by using a combination of the Voronoi
diagram and the visibility graph, introduced a new type
of visibility structure called the Voronoi Visibility Diagram to find the shortest path for a predefined value λ
of clearance. He considered the PP problem in the setting of single objective optimization with the objective
minimizing the length subject to minimum clearance
λ. Geraerts [3] proposed a new data structure called
the Explicit Road Map that creates the shortest possible path with the maximum possible clearance. The
introduced structure is useful for computing the path
in corridor spaces. Davoodi [1] studied the problem of
bi-objective PP in a grid with the two objectives of minimizing path length and maximizing clearance and then
showed Pareto optimal solutions to the two-objective
problem in the grid workspace. He also studied the
problem in the continuous space under Manhattan metric, and proposed an O(n3 ) time algorithm where the
obstacles are n vertical segments. The problem under
Euclidean metric remained as an open problem.
We study the problem of bi-objectives PP in continuous space with the objectives minimizing the length of
the path and maximizing its minimum distance from obstacles. The goal is computing Pareto optimal solutions,
that are, the solutions which cannot be shortened if and
only if their clearance is minimized– Since this problem
is a bi-objective optimization problem in the continuous space, there is an infinite number of Pareto optimal
solutions. So, it is impossible to provide a polynomial
algorithm to compute all the solutions. To smooth this
issue, we focus on diﬀerent Pareto optimal solutions, the
optimal paths with diﬀerent middle points –called Distinct Pareto Optimal paths. We consider a PP search
space with n vertical segments as obstacles and propose an O(n3 ) time algorithm to compute all distinct
Pareto optimal solutions where the length of the paths
is evaluated with Euclidean and the clearance is evaluated with Manhattan Metric. Then, we show that
the solutions are eﬃcient approximation solutions of the
problem where the both objectives are evaluated under
Euclidean metric.
The next section briefly introduces the bi-objective
problem. Section 3 proposes an exact algorithm for
computing distinct Pareto optimal solutions when the
length and clearance objectives are evaluated under Euclidean and Manhattan metric, respectively. Section 4
extends the results to the case both the objectives are
evaluated under Euclidean distance.
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2

Bi-objective Path Planning Problem

tervals I1 , I2 , ..., Ik , for some k, of clearance. We will
compute the lower and upper bound of the intervals and
map it with a set of shortest paths with almost same
breakpoints. We use this approach and solve the problem of bi-objective path planning for solving the problem when clearance of the path is measured with Manhattan metric. Also, we show these computed paths are
approximate solutions when the case length and clearance of the paths are measured with Euclidean metric.

Let O = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn } be a set of left to right sorted
vertical segments as the obstacles, and s and t be the
start and destination points in the plane. Assume,
w.l.o.g., that s and t lie on the left and right side of
the obstacles, respectively. Let the shortest path from
s to t be denote by s-t-path.
For a collision-free path P
=
{s
=
v0 , v1 , · · · , vm , vm+1
= t} with m breakpoints
v1 , v2 , · · · , vm , define L(P ) as the length of P under Euclidean metric. Also, define C1 (P ) and C2 (P )
as the clearance of P under Manhattan and Euclidean
metrics, respectively, that is minimum distance between
P and the obstacles. We denote the clearance of P
with C(P ) in general. The objectives are minimizing
L(P ) and maximizing C(P ) in the bi-objective path
planning problem.
For two collision-free paths P and P ′ , we say that P
dominates P ′ and denote it by P ⪯ P ′ , if L(P ) < L(P ′ )
and C(P ) ≥ C(P ′ ), or if L(P ) ≤ L(P ′ ) and C(P ) >
C(P ′ ). For any pair of paths P and P ′ , three cases
may happen, (i ) P ⪯ P ′ , (ii ) P ′ ⪯ P and (iii ) none of
them dominates. In the third case we say that P and
P ′ are non-dominated. That means, there is no strict
preference between P and P ′ .
Given the definition of dominance, paths such as P
which is not dominated by other collision-free paths,
are called Pareto optimal paths. Any improvement of
P in its length or clearance comes from sacrificing it
in the other objective. Let Π∗ be the set of all Pareto
optimal paths. Pareto-optimal front(s) consists of the
projection of Π∗ in the objective space, That is, the
two- dimensional space with the objective values length
and clearance of each path P ∈ Π∗ . For any small
clearance value λ, there is some shortest path in the
workspace [1]. Therefore, the projection of Pareto front
of the problem on C-space is one component, while it is
possible the projection of Pareto front of the problem
on L-space are several components.
Since the workspace of bi-objective path planning is
continuous, Pareto front is infinite set in general. Thus,
there is no algorithm to construct path is Π∗ one-byone. Two approaches are proposed to handle this issue
in this paper:

3

Bi-Objective Path Planning with
Length and Manhattan Clearance

Euclidean

Let us explain our approach to solve the bi-objective
path planning algorithm roughly at first. We construct
a shortest path map –called SPM – with clearance λ = 0
by using the idea proposed by Lee and Preparata [6].
The idea is using a sweepline from the start point s to
the destination point t algorithm based on monotonicity
of the shortest. While the sweep-line moves from left to
right, the left side vertices of the segments construct a
tree with the root s and the parent of each vertex p is
the vertex p′ such that p′ is the last breakpoint in the
shortest path between s and p. Also, in each step the
right side of the sweep line is decomposed to a set of regions with the property that the points in a region have
the same parent in the left side of the sweepline. When
the sweepline reaches the destination point t, the shortest path (with clearance C1 (P ) = λ = 0) can be easily
computed from s to t by a simple backward manner.
After computing such a general map –called SPM(0)–
we increase value of λ from 0 to ∞ to compute the
Pareto front intervals. To this end, we compute all critical λ may change the shortest path tree, particularly
the breakpoints of s-t-paths. Since, the obstacles of the
workspace, O = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn }, are vertical segments,
the following observation is clear.
Observation 1 The shortest path from s to the endpoints of the obstacles (and also to t) is an x−monotone
path.
For finding the shortest path with clearance λ, we
need to expand (or fatten) the obstacles with size λ.
Define O(λ) = {s1 (λ), s2 (λ), · · · , sn (λ)}, where si (λ) is
the segment si after fattening with size λ under Manhattan distance. That is, if ⊕ shows the Minkowski
sum of two objects, si (λ) = si ⊕ Sq(λ), where Sq(λ) is
a square with the diameter size 2λ which is rotated by
an angle of π/4. Indeed, the boundary of Sq(λ) is the
set of all points in the plane whose Manhattan distance
from the center of Sq(λ) is exactly λ.

• Finding all diﬀerent (or Distinct) Pareto optimal
paths, the path with diﬀerent breakpoints in the
workspace. In other words, the Pareto front is a
set of discrete components. We can compute the
extreme solution of each component.
• Finding a set of finite and polynomial size of solutions which are an approximation set of all Pareto
fronts.

Observation 2 The breakpoints of any s-t-path with
clearance λ belong to the set O(λ).

The first approach will result in finding diﬀerent in-
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3.2

Figure 1: The SPM map for four obstacles with visibility
edges, SPM-point and bisectors.

Based on Observation 2, our strategy in finding the
Pareto optimal intervals is first computing SPM for
O(λ = 0). Then by increasing λ, we handle the events
may change SPM and the shortest path from s to t. To
this end, we construct a data structure that can handle
the events and create the shortest possible path and report the paths that are distinct. The tree defines the
shortest path on the set O(λ) ∪ {s, t} with root s. We
will explain below important features of the tree [6].
3.1

SPM(0), the Shortest Path Map for O(λ = 0)

SPM(λ =0) is an incremental constructed tree at root
s which is obtained by a sweepline strategy and contains the shortest path from s to any obstacle’s vertices. Suppose SPM(0) is available for the obstacles
s1 = p1 q1 , · · · , si−1 = pi−1 qi−1 . Each node pj (or qj ),
for j < i has a particular weight(pj ) that shows the
length of s-pj -path. The right halfplane of si−1 is decomposed to a set of regions corresponding with a node
in SPM(0) tree as its parent.
When the sweepline meets obstacle si = pi qi , first,
the regions which pi and qi lies are founded, and then
they inserted as new leaves into SPM(0) with the parents corresponding with the regions. Also, their weights
is computed using the weights of their parents. Finally,
the decomposition of the halfplane of si is updated using
bisector of pi and qi and the new visibility edges. The
bisector of pi and qi , denoted by Bpi ,qi , is the intersection of regions corresponding with pi and qi . That
is, any points p on the right side of si which length
of s-pi -p-path and s-qi -p-path are the same (see Fig.1).
The points of SPM are generally of three types; the intersection points between a pair of bisectors, between
bisectors, and obstacles and between bisectors and the
visibility edges of the obstacles.
Theorem 1 For a set of n vertical segments, the size
of the SPM containing all points and bisectors is linear
and the SPM can be constructed in O(n log n) time [6].
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SPM(λ), the Shortest Path Map for O(λ > 0)

After computing SPM(0), by fatting the obstacles with
size λ, we able to compute and report a Pareto optimal
solution with clearance λ as shown in Fig.1. To find all
Pareto optimal intervals, we need to consider all the distinct paths that are the endpoints of the fronts. When
an increase in λ changes the path, some breakpoints
may change, in which case an event occurs.
si (λ) = si ⊕ Sq(λ) has six vertices and they can be
easily computed as linear functions respect to parameter λ, e.g., if pi and qi are the top and bottom endpoints
of si , the highest and the lowest vertices of si (λ) can be
shown pi (λ) = ypi +λ and qi (λ) = yqi −λ, where ypi and
yqi denotes the y-coordination of pi and qi , respectively.
Note that, the other four vertices of si local changes in
the map, can be computed without any increasing in the
time or space of the algorithms’ order. We explain the
details of this issue in the Appendix. When λ increases,
it is possible some shortest path change. We call such
values of λ the critical λs that can be obtained by considering all events may change the structure of the SPM.
Three types of events may occur:
1) A function pi (λ) (or qi (λ)) intersects with Bpi ,pk (λ)
for some i and k.
2) A function pi (λ) (or qi (λ)) intersects with some visibility edges of the obstacles. When visibility edges
change. There are two types of such edges; The
edge between pi pj or qi qj , and the between pi qj or
qi pj . In the first type of edges the slop remains unchanged. However, in the second the slop changes
linearly respect to λ.
3) Two obstacles are joined while they are fatting.
To handle the last type, we simply consider the two
joined neighbor obstacles as one obstacle with the topmost, bottommost and bisector functions they have. It
is possible to handle the diﬀerences between their xcoordinates. The size of such type of events is O(n).
We can compute all critical λs in the beginning and
handle each event in the worst case O(n).
The first type of events occurs when a function pi (λ) (or
qi (λ)) intersects with the bisector Bpj ,pk (λ) for some j
and k. We need to handle this case if pi (λ) lies on the
corresponding region of one of pi (λ) or qi (λ) , otherwise
no change is needed. So, we update SPM by inserting
an edge (qk , pi ) and update the weights of the sub tree
with root qk (See Fig. 2).
The second type of events occurs when a functions pi (λ)
(or qi (λ)) intersects with some O(n2 ) visibility edges.
So, we update SPM by removing the edge (qj , pk ) and
inserting an edge (pi , pk ) (See Fig. 3).
Using a heap structure, the mentioned events and
critical λs can be handled eﬃciently. After each iteration of the above processes, we update the length of
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is an (α, β)-approximation Pareto optimal solution for
Π, if there is no solution Y such that f1 (X) ≥ αf1 (Y )
and f2 (X) > βf2 (Y ), or f1 (X) > αf1 (Y ) and f2 (X) ≥
βf2 (Y ).
Theorem 2 . For the problem of bi-objective
√ path planning under Euclidean metric, there is a ( 2, 1)- approximation of Pareto optimal solutions.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward result of the
fact that D(λ) can be approximated using the cocentric square Sq(λ).
□

Figure 2: Illustration of the first type of events.

5

In this paper, we considered a bi-objective path planning problem with objectives minimizing the length and
maximizing the clearance– That is maximizing the minimum distance between the path and objectives. We
assumed the workspace contains a set of n vertical segments, and propose an eﬃcient O(n3 ) time algorithm for
finding Pareto optimal solutions of the problem where
the length and clearance are evaluated by Euclidean and
Manhattan metrics, respectively. Also, we show that
such path are good approximation solutions when the
both objectives are evaluated by Euclidean metric. So,
an open problem remains here is proposing an eﬃcient
algorithm to find the Pareto optimal solutions for this
case of the problem.

Figure 3: Illustration of the second type of events.
all shortest path from s to the endpoints of the obstacles and update the bisectors one-by-one from left to
right as well as updating the critical λs in the heap to
extract the minimum critical λ.
Let m be the number of breakpoints of s-t-path. So,
using SPM(λ) s-t-path can be reported in O(m) time
for any value of λ. Also, all the s-t-path are represented
with at most O(n2 + R) breakpoints in O(mn2 + nR)
time, where R is the number of insertion and deletions
to the heap structure, which is O(n2 ) in the worst case.
Since m = O(n), the time complexity of the algorithm
is O(n3 ).
4

Bi-Objective Path Planning
Length and Clearance

with

Conclusion
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On the expected weight of the theta graph on uncertain points
Behnam Iranfar∗

Mohammad Farshi∗

Abstract
Given a point set S ⊂ Rd , the θ-graph of S is as follows:
for each point s ∈ S, draw cones with apex at s and angle θ and connect s to the point in each cone such that
the projection of the point on the bisector of the cone is
the closest to s. One can define the θ- graph on an uncertain point set, i.e. a point set where each point si exists with an independent probability πi ∈ (0, 1]. In this
paper, we propose an algorithm that computes the expected weight of the θ-graph on a given uncertain point
set. The proposed algorithm takes O(n2 α(n2 , n)2d ) time
and O(n2 ) space, where n is the number of points, d and
θ are constants, and α is the inverse of the Ackermann’s
function.
1

Introduction

In many applications, such as sensor databases, mobile
object tracking, computer vision or location-based services, the existence or location of the data is uncertain,
but we can use statistical information. There are several models for uncertain data. Some of them assign an
area to each point which represents the area that the
point resides, but the exact position of the point in its
corresponding area is unknown. In the tuple model of
uncertain data, each input point has a fixed location
but it only exists probabilistically. The input is a pair
(S, Π) such that S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn } is a set of n points
(sites) in Rd , and Π = {π1 , π2 , . . . , πn } is a probability
vector with the interpretation of that sites.
The geometric structures on uncertain data are also
interesting because they have wide application in solving problems. For example, some geometric graphs have
application in protein visualization, wireless networking, motion planning, and real-time animation [8, 10,
12, 19]. The properties on a geometric graph influence
the time and space complexity of the problem that uses
the structure. For example, if one wants to construct
a network on a set of points, then the total cost of the
network, i.e. the sum of all edge weights of the graph, is
an important parameter. For uncertain data, the properties of the structures on the data are not deterministic, but one can compute the expected properties of the
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structures on uncertain data, see for example [13, 17].
In this paper, we study the problem of computing the
expected weight of a well-known geometric graph known
as the θ-graph [10, 14, 15]. For building the θ-graph for
S ⊂ Rd , divide the space around each point p ∈ S into
a set of cones C of maximum angle θ, and then for each
cone c ∈ C, connect p to a point q ∈ S that lies in cone
c and minimizes the Euclidean distance between p and
the projection of q into the bisector lc of c. For details
see [18, Chapter 4].
1.1

Related work.

Uncertainty has been studied in some articles in computational geometry. In 2013, Suri et al. [20] have
studied the most likely convex hull under the uncertain points and showed that the most likely convex
hull under the point model (tuple model) can be computed in O(n3 ) time in d = 2 dimension, but it is NPhard for d ≥ 3. Agarwal et al. [4], in 2014, have
studied the problem of computing probability of query
point lying inside the convex hull, and their results have
included both approximation and exact algorithm for
given uncertain points. In 2015, Zhang [22] have formulated two different nearest neighbors on uncertain
points: the expected nearest neighbor, where the expected distance between each input point and a query
point has been considered, and the probabilistic nearest
neighbor. There also has several papers that consider
range searching, indexing, the uncertain data and community direction [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 11].
2

The expected weight of the θ-graph

In this section, we will describe an algorithm for computing the expected weight of the θ-graph (EWTG) of n
points in Rd under uncertainty. The algorithm is similar
to the algorithm of building the (deterministic) θ-graph.
Let (S, Π) denote the uncertain points in ddimensional space. For computing EWTG, we must
calculate probability of existing each edge and multiply it to its length. In other words,
∑
EWTG(S) =
|si sj |×πi,j ,
(1)
si ,sj ∈S, i<j

where πi,j , for all si , sj ∈ S, is the probability of having
the edge (si , sj ) in the θ-graph.
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Consider two points si , sj ∈ S, i ̸= j in Rd . Let c be
the cone with apex si that include sj . We add a half
plane to c, where this half plane determine by sj and
orthogonal vector (−1) × lc , we denote this region by
Ri,j (see Figure 1(a)).

Algorithm 1:
Input : Uncertain
point set (S, Π)
∑
Output:
[|si sj |×πi × πj × [A + B]]
si , sj ∈ S,
i < j

1
2
3

Ri,j
Ri,j
si

sj

lc

si

Ri,j ∩ Rj,i
Rj,i

4
5

sj

6
7
8
9

(a)

10

(b)

Figure 1: Illustration of Ri,j and Ri,j ∩Rj,i in the plane.
Observation 1 The edge between two points si and sj
exists if and only if
1. si and sj exist.
2. There is no point in Ri,j or Rj,i (see Figure 1(b)).

11

Sum = 0;
for any cones ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ κ do
Project all points to lci ;
Sort the points based on its position on lci ;
for j = 1 to n − 1 do
µ = πj ;
for k = j + 1 to n do
if sk ∈ csj then
Sum = Sum + µ × πk × |sj sk |;
µ = µ × πk ;
return Sum;

Partial sum query: Given a d-dimensional array A
with n entries from a semigroup, a partial sum query
problem is the problem of given a d-dimensional query
rectangle γ = [a1 , b1 ] × · · · × [ad , bd ], it computes
σ(A, γ) =

More formally,

∑

A[x1 , x2 , . . . , xd ].

(x1 ,x2 ,...,xd )∈γ

πi,j = πi × πj × (A + B − C) ,
(2)
∏
where π m = (1 − πm ), A =
sm ∈Ri,j π m , B =
∏
∏
sm ∈Rj,i π m and C =
sm ∈Ri,j ∩Rj.i π m . Note that the
last sentence subtracted because the points in Ri,j ∩Rj,i
considered twice in the previous terms of the equation.
By Equations (1) and (2), we have
∑
EWTG(S) =
(|si sj |×πi × πj × (A + B − C)) .

The partial-sum query problem is a special case of the
classic orthogonal range searching problem.
∏
To convert computing sm ∈Ri,j ∩Rj,i π m to a partialsum query problem, we do the following:
1. Any region Ri,j ∩ Rj,i is converted to a ddimensional rectangle.
∏
2. The formula sm ∈Ri,j ∩Rj,i π m converts to an operator in a semigroup.

si , sj ∈ S,
i < j

(3)
First, we describe an algorithm for computing
∑
[|si sj |×πi × πj × [A + B]] .

(4)

si ,sj ∈S, i<j

For each cone c ∈ Cκ , points are sorted based on the
orthogonal projection onto lc . Obviously, for each two
points si , sj ∈ S, if i ≥ j, then Ri,j is empty, so we
only need to compute Ri,j , for i < j. Consider a cone
ci ∈ Cκ . Let ci,sj be the cone ci transfered to a point
sj ∈ S.
Lemma 1 Algorithm 1 computes the first part of Equation (3) in O(κn2 ) time and O(n) space.
Now, we describe an algorithm for computing the last
part of Equation (3), i.e.
∑
[|si sj |×πi × πj × C] .
(5)

Each cone of Cκ have f = 2d−1 faces. Let dji be the
line passing through the origin that is orthogonal to the
j-th face of the cone ci . We define D = {dji : f or 1 ≤
i ≤ κ and 1 ≤ j ≤ f }. These lines define
∏ a coordinate
system that can be used to compute sm ∈Ri,j ∩Rj,i π m .
For converting each region Ri,j ∩ Rj,i , for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n
and i ̸= j, to a rectangle, we only need to project all
of point in S onto lines in D. New coordinates have at
most
f × κ = 2d−1 × 2dmd−1 = O(2d d(d+1)/2 (π/θ)d−1 )
dimensions.
We assign the value π i to A[si ], for all si ∈ S. This
partial-sum query can be answered by choosing the
semigroup to be (R, ×), where × denotes the standard
real number multiplication.

si ,sj ∈S, i<j
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and thus

Algorithm 2:
Input : Uncertain
point set (S, Π)
∑
Output:
[|si sj |×πi × πj × C]
si , sj ∈ S,
i < j

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

sm ∈Ri,j ∩Rj,i



Sum = 0;
for i = 1 to n do
Transform point si to the new coordinate system;

2 ∩R2
sm ∈Ri,j
j,i

return Sum;

The function α(., .) is the inverse of Ackermann’s function defined by Tarjan [21].
Lemma 3 Algorithm 2 computes Equation (5) in
d (d+1)/2
(π/θ)d−1
O(n2 α(n2 , n)2 d
) time and O(n2 ) space.
Theorem 4 Let S be a set of n uncertain points in
Rd . The expected weight of the θ-graph on S can be
d (d+1)/2
(π/θ)d−1
computed in O(n2 α(n2 , n)2 d
) time using
O(n2 ) space.

In Section 2, for building set C of cones, we consider a
hypercube H = [−1, 1]d with 2d faces. The each face of
H is partitioned to (d − 1)-dimensional
⌈√
⌉ hypercubes with
2(d−1)
2
side length m
, where m is
1−cos θ . Each partition is

called a subhypercube. These cones are not simplicial
because of subhypercubes were having 2d − 1 vertices
define them.
In this section, we want to decrease the number of
dimensional partial-sum query and improve the running
time complexity of Algorithm 2. First, we partition the
cones to simplex-cones such that each cone has d faces.
Then, we put the each region generated by the simplexcones to a group represented by a simplex-cone.
For example, if we partition the cone csi that contains
point sj to two cones, then the region Ri,j is partitioned
1
2
to two region Ri,j
and Ri,j
.
Simply, it is observed that

∪



1 ∩R1
sm ∈Ri,j
j,i



πm  × 


∏

∏



πm  ×

2 ∩R1
sm ∈Ri,j
j,i



πm  ×

πm  .

Generally, a d-dimensional hypercube can be triangulation into d! d-simplices with disjoint interiors [16].
Let V = {v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v β }, 0 ≤ β ≤ d, be a set of β + 1
points in Rd . If the vectors v i − v 0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ β, are
linearly independent, then the convex hull of V is called
a β-simplex.
Consider the collection Cκ = {c1 , c2 , . . . , ck } of cones
in Section 2. Each cone ci in Cκ generated by Vi , where
Vi is the vertex set of a (d − 1)-dimensional hypercube
that is contained in one of the 2d hypercube x1 = 1,
x1 = −1, x2 = 1, x2 = −1, …, xd = 1, xd = −1. This
hypercube can be triangulated into (d−1)! many (d−1)(d−1)!
simplices ∆1i , ∆2i , . . . , ∆i
, that are all contained in
the same hyperplane as Vi . We define
Cκs = {cji : f or 1 ≤ i ≤ κ, 1 ≤ j ≤ (d − 1)! },
√
where κs = 2d! ⌈ 2(d − 1)/(1 − cos θ)⌉d−1 . Since κ =
d(d+1)/2 (π/θ)d−1 , we have
κs ≤ κdd−1 = d(3d−1)/2 (π/θ)d−1 .

Improve the running time of the algorithm

=

∏





πm = 

1 ∩R2
sm ∈Ri,j
j,i



for i = 1 to n − 1 do
for j = i + 1 to n do
σ(A, γ) = the partial-sum for γ = Ri,j ∩ Rj,i ;
Sum = Sum + |si sj |×πi × πj × σ(A, γ) ;

Ri,j ∩ Rj,i

∏



Theorem 2 [9] Given a semigroup of n variables in Rd
and k ≥ 14d , there is a scheme that computes any ddimensional rectangle query in O(α(kn, n)d ) time. Preprocessing this scheme is used to k cells per variable and
can be constructed in time proportional to its size.

3

∏

The collection Cκs consist κs simplicial cones that cover
Rd , and that all have their apex at the origin. If d is
a constant, then Cκ can be constructed in O(1/θd−1 )
time and consists of κ = O(1/θd−1 ) cones with disjoint
interiors [18].
Since the collection Cκs has at most d(3d−1)/2 (π/θ)d−1
cones, if we only consider the collection of the vector perpendicular to every face, then we have at most
k
l
(d(3d−1)/2 (π/θ)d−1 )2 different group regions Ri,j
∩ Rj,i
,
for all si , sj ∈ S, i < j and 1 ≤ k, l ≤ (d − 1)!.
Observation 2 Let si and sj be two points in S. We
have


(d−1)! (d−1)!
∏
∏
∏
∏

πm =
πm  .
sm ∈Ri.j ∩Rj,i

k=1

k ∩Rl
l=1 sm ∈Ri.j
j,i

Similar to Section 2, we will convert

∏

πm
k ∩Rl
sm ∈Ri,j
j,i
k
l
regions Ri,j ∩ Rj,i , for

to a partial-sum query. First, all
all si , sj ∈ S , i < j and 1 ≤ k, l ≤ (d − 1)!, are grouped
base of lines through the origin that are orthogonal to

1
1
1
2
(Ri,j
∩ Rj,i
) ∪ (Ri,j
∩ Rj,i
)

2
1
2
2
(Ri,j
∩ Rj,i
) ∪ (Ri,j
∩ Rj,i
)
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its face, we denote the i-th group of regions by Gi and
the number of groups by q. Next, for each region, let
D1 , D2 , . . . , Df be the lines through the origin that are
orthogonal to the face of this region, where f is equal to
2d. These lines define
∏ the coordinate system that can
be used to compute sm ∈Ri,j ∩Rj,i π m .
We define the function Source() such that

[7] C. C. Aggarwal and S. Y. Philip. A survey of uncertain data algorithms and applications. IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, 21(5):609–
623, 2009.

k
l
Source(Ri,j
∩ Rj,i
) = Ri,j ∩ Rj,i ,

[9] B. Chazelle and B. Rosenberg. Computing partial sums
in multidimensional arrays. In Proceedings of the fifth
annual symposium on Computational geometry, pages
131–139. ACM, 1989.

[8] K. M. Alzoubi, X.-Y. Li, Y. Wang, P.-J. Wan, and
O. Frieder. Geometric spanners for wireless ad hoc networks. IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed
Systems, 14(4):408–421, 2003.

for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and 1 ≤ k, l ≤ (d − 1)!. We preprocess every group for computing partial-sum query.
Lemma 5 One can compute Equation
O(n2 α(n2 , n)2d ) time and O(n2 ) space.

(5)

in

From Lemma 1 and Lemma 5, the following theorem
is obtained.
Theorem 6 Let S be a set of n uncertain points in Rd .
The expected weight of the θ-graph can be computed in
d
O(n2 α(n2 , n)2 ) time and O(n2 ) space.
4

Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the θ-graph of a set of n points
in uncertain points in tuple model. We proposed an
algorithm to compute the expected weight of θ-graph in
O(n2 α(n2 , n)2d ) time using O(n2 ) space, where θ and
d are constants. There are some interesting problems
to be pursued. One of them is computing the expected
weight of other spanners on uncertain points, since the
θ-graph is a t-spanner for a t which is a function of θ.
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Surrounded k-Center and Applications in MapReduce
Sepideh Aghamolaei∗

Mohammad Ghodsi†

Abstract
We are given a set of points P and a boundary B in the
Euclidean plane. The goal of the surrounded k-center
problem is to find a subset of k input points as centers C such that the maximum distance from an input
point (in P ) to its nearest center or its nearest boundary
point/segment (in C or B) is minimized.
By a simple reduction from k-center, this problem is
NP-hard and there is a lower bound 1.822 on its approximation factor. We give several 2-approximation
algorithms for this problem. Based on surrounded kcenter, we define the persistent clustering as a version of
k-center, where points have timestamps and each point
can be assigned to centers with smaller or equal timestamps. For this problem, we give a 2-approximation sequential algorithm and a 4-approximation MapReduce
algorithm.
1

Introduction

k-center is a classic computational geometry problem.
The goal of metric k-center is to choose a subset of size
k called C from a set of input points P such that the
maximum distance from each point to its nearest center is minimized. Metric k-center is NP-hard and it has
tight 2-approximation algorithms [13]. The lower bound
on the approximation factor of Euclidean k-center is
1.822 [6]. A variation of k-center is k-line center, where
the goal is to find k lines (or cylinders in higher dimensions) as centers such that the distance from each point
to its nearest line is minimized [1].
MapReduce is a distributed and parallel framework
for data processing. In MapReduce, data is distributed
among a set of machines. Each machine processes its
data independently during each parallel round, and the
machines communicate after each round. Among famous theoretical MapReduce models are MRC [10] and
MPC [3]. MRC limits the memory of each machine
m and the number of machines L to be sublinear in
the input size n and has a poly-logarithmic number of
rounds. MPC adds the following restrictions to MRC:
mL = O(n) and the round complexity must be O(1).
Semi-group operations take O(logm n) MPC rounds [8].
∗ Department of Computer Engineering, Sharif University of
Technology, aghamolaei@ce.sharif.edu
† Department of Computer Engineering, Sharif University of
Technology, ghodsi@sharif.edu
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Metric k-center can be 4-approximated in O(1)
rounds in MPC [11]. Euclidean k-center has (2 + )approximation algorithms with O(1) rounds in MPC [4,
2]. In [9], the radius of remote-edge diversity with
(k + 1) vertices is also the radius of metric k-center,
so the 3-approximation algorithm works for both problems. However, the algorithm is existential and does not
give the set of k centers corresponding to that radius.
Problem Definition
We define two new variations of k-center.
Given a set of points P and a boundary B, the surrounded k-center problem aims to find a subset C of
k points (centers) from P , such that the distance from
each point of P to its nearest center in C or to the
boundary B is minimized. We assume B is a set of |B|
curves of constant complexity, and the distance from a
point to each curve of the boundary can be computed in
O(1) time. An example of 2-center is shown in Figure 1.

r

c1

r
B
c2

Figure 1: An example of surrounded 2-center. The
shaded region is the area covered by the centers C =
{c1 , c2 } and the boundary B, with radius r.
Given a time-stamped point set P, T : P → N, persistent k-center finds k centers C ⊂ P such that the
maximum distance from each point of P to its nearest center in C with a smaller or equal time-stamp is
minimized. Formally, the objective function is:
min max

min

C⊂P, p∈P
c∈C,
|C|=k
T (c)≤T (p)

d(p, c).

Existing algorithms for timestamped data do not guarantee persistency. Incremental clustering [5] allows the
existing points to be assigned to new centers, and is
therefore different. Also, incremental clustering uses
competitive ratio instead of approximation factor. Recomputing the solution after a set of points has been
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added might lead to a new center for an existing point,
which contradicts the persistency of the clustering.
Contributions
We design a set of algorithms for surrounded k-center.
The time complexities and the approximation factors of
these algorithms are summarized in Table 1.
Approx.
≥2
2
2
2†
2+

Time
O(poly(n))
O(n2 log n)
O(n2 )
O(nk log n)∗
2
O( n )

Reference
Theorem 1
Algorithm 1
Algorithm 2
Theorem 6
Algorithms 1 and 2
using [2]

definition, any solution of the k-center problem is also
a solution of the surrounded k-center problem.
The distance between any pair of points inside the
minimum enclosing ball is at most 2R and the distance
between each boundary point to an input point is at
least 3R. Therefore, no point is assigned to the boundary in the optimal solution of the surrounded k-center,
which means its solution is a valid solution of k-center
and an optimal solution because it has the minimum
cost among all solutions.
This reduction and the previous results on Euclidean
k-center [6] give us the following corollary:
Corollary 1 Surrounded k-center is NP-hard, and the
lower bound on its approximation factor is 1.822.
3

Table 1: Algorithms for surrounded k-center. Here, n
denotes the input size. The time complexity
marked
√
with a ∗ is reported assuming k = o( n), |P | = O(n),
and |B| = O(n). The algorithm marked with † only
works for polygonal boundaries.
Also, for the case where there are constraints for assigning a point to a center or the boundary, we prove our
parametric pruning algorithm (Algorithm 1) still works.
We give a 2-approximation for persistent clustering
and extend it to MPC, where we get a 4-approximation
in O(1) rounds.
2

Hardness

The surrounded k-center problem can be seen as an instance of the k-center problem where the distance function is the minimum of the distance from each input
point to its nearest boundary point and the distance to
its nearest center. We define this new distance function
d0 for any pair of points x and y as follows:
d0 (x, y) = min(d(x, y), d(x, B)),
where d is the Euclidean distance and B denotes the
boundary.
When d(x, B) 6= d(y, B), the distance function d0 is
non-symmetric. Therefore, the proof of metric k-center
(including Euclidean k-center) no longer applies to this
case and we need to prove the approximation factor.
Reduction from k-Center
Here, we give an approximation factor preserving reduction from k-center to surrounded k-center.
An instance of k-center can be converted into an instance of the surrounded k-center by computing the
minimum enclosing ball of the points and multiplying its
radius by 4. If the boundary is restricted to be polygonal, the bounding box of this ball can be used. By

3.1

Approximate Surrounded k-Center
A Parametric Pruning Algorithm

In this section, we propose an approximation algorithm
based on the parametric pruning for k-center [13].
Algorithm 1 Surrounded k-Center
Input: A point set P , a boundary B, an integer k
Output: A set of at most k centers
1: D = {d(p, B)|∀p ∈ P }
2: D = D ∪ {d(p, q)|p, q ∈ P }
3: Sort D in ascending order
4: for r ∈ D do
5:
Pr = P \ {p|d(p, B) ≤ 2r}
6:
Er = {(p, q)|d(p, q) ≤ 2r, p, q ∈ Pr }
7:
Build the graph Gr = (Pr , Er )
8:
Ir = a maximal independent set of Gr
9:
if |Ir | ≤ k then
10:
return Ir

Theorem 2 Algorithm 1 has approximation factor 2
for surrounded k-center.
Proof. The optimal cost is the distance between a
point of P to its closest point from B or P . Removing the points near the boundary adds a factor 2 to the
optimal radius. Ir has size at most as much as the dominating set of the graph with edges of length at most r
on P , since all the points inside a cluster centered at a
vertex of the dominating set have distance at most 2r
from each other.

Theorem 3 The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is
O(n2 log n), assuming |P | + |B| = n.
Proof. Computing the distances between all the points
and the boundary takes |P | times the time required for
computing the distance from a point to the boundary
(O(|B|). So, it takes O(|P ||B|) = O(n2 ) time.
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Sorting Θ(n2 ) distances takes O(n2 log n) time.
Building Gr by pruning away the edges of the complete
graph on P with length more than 2r takes O(n2 ) time.
Computing a maximal independent set using a greedy
algorithm takes linear time in the number of vertices,
so, it takes O(n2 ) time. The overall time complexity of
the algorithm is, therefore, O(n2 log n).

3.2

A Greedy Algorithm

We start by finding the point with maximum distance
from its nearest boundary point, inside the boundary.
Then, at each step, we add the farthest point to the previously chosen points and the boundary, until we have
k centers. The algorithm in this section is based on the
algorithm of [7] for k-center.
Algorithm 2 Surrounded k-Center (Greedy)
Input: A point set P , a boundary B, an integer k
Output: A set of at most k centers
1: c1 = arg maxp∈P minb∈B d(b, p)
2: for i = 2, · · · , k do
i−1
3:
find the farthest point in P to {cj }j=1
and B
4:

Proof. Constructing a segments Voronoi diagram takes
O(|B| log |B|) time. Querying the segments Voronoi diagram for each point for choosing each center takes
O(k|P | log(|B|) time. Finding the nearest center to each
point takes O(log k) time, using a points Voronoi diagram which requires O(k log k) time. Since we build
a new Voronoi diagram after adding each center, the
overall time complexity of building points Voronoi diagrams is O(k 2 log k). Using this Voronoi diagram takes
O(|P | log k) time. The sum of these time complexities
gives the bound in the theorem’s statement.

3.4

The constrained version of the surrounded k-center puts
restrictions on the assignment of a point to a center
or the boundary. We assume a graph defining these
constraints is given as a part of the input.
In Figure 2, we have visibility constraints, i.e. there
must be a direct line of sight between a center or a point
of the boundary and the point that it is covering.

return {cj }kj=1

Theorem 4 The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is
O(kn2 ), where n = |P | + |B|.
Proof. In Line 1, for each of the input points, we compute their distance to every other point and boundary
edge. This takes O(|P ||B|) time. Finding the point with
maximum distance to the previously chosen centers and
the boundary takes O(|P |(|B| + k)) time. So, the overall time complexity is O(|P |k(|B| + k)) = O(k|P ||B|) =
O(kn2 ).

Theorem 5 Algorithm 2 gives a 2-approximation for
surrounded k-center.
Proof. The greedy algorithm like the parametric pruning algorithm (Algorithm 1) computes an independent
set, except that it chooses the centers from the points
with maximum distance the previously chosen points
and the boundary. Since any independent set will find
the solution, so does the one computed by this greedy
strategy.

3.3

Constrained Surrounded k-Center

Figure 2: Surrounded k-center with constraints.
Algorithm 1 can be modified to solve this problem by
only considering the valid edges.
4

Persistent Clustering

We give an algorithm for persistent k-center (Algorithm 3) based on the parametric pruning for kcenter [13], and compute the ratio between the cost of
persistent k-center and k-center.
Algorithm 3 updates the set of centers, assuming a
new batch of points P is given, the previous radius was
r0 and the previous set of centers was C. Reducing the
number of centers is done by computing a persistent
k-center of centers (C). Since there are more than k
centers, r0 is less than the optimal radius, so the approximation factor still holds.
Theorem 7 Algorithm 3 is a 2-approximation.

The Case of Polygonal Boundaries

For polygonal boundaries, using the segments Voronoi
diagram [12] of the boundary segments, we can find the
nearest segment to each point in O(log n) time.
Theorem 6 The time complexity of Algorithm 2 using
a points Voronoi diagram on centers and a segments
Voronoi diagram on the boundary is O(nk log |B| +
k 2 log k + |P | log k).
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Proof. Since D contains all the pairwise distances,
then the optimal radius is a subset of D.
Consider an optimal cluster. If the center of this cluster is in C, then we assign the points of the cluster either
in Line 4 or Line 7. If it is assigned to a cluster, then
the distance from this point to its nearest center is at
most r. Since we use 2r in Line 8, the resulting cluster
covers all the points of that optimal cluster.
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Algorithm 3 Persistent k-Center (Adding Centers)
Input: A point set P , a set of centers C, an integer k,
a constant r0
Output: A set of at most k centers
1: B = the set of disks of radii r0 centered at C
2: D = {d(p, B)|∀p ∈ P }
3: D = D ∪ {d(p, q)|p, q ∈ P }
4: Remove any point of P with distance ≤ r0 from C
5: Sort D in ascending order
6: for r ∈ D do
7:
Pr = P \ {p|d(p, B) ≤ 2(r − r0 )}
8:
Er = {(p, q)|d(p, q) ≤ 2r, p, q ∈ Pr }
9:
Define the graph Gr = (Pr , Er )
10:
Ir = a maximal independent set of Gr
11:
if |Ir | ≤ k then
12:
return Ir

rounds, since the union of the solutions must be computed. Computing the solution in the first machine
takes 1 round.
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